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Abstract

Bedrock channels have been considered challenging geomorphic settings for the application

of numerical models. Bedrock fluvial systems exhibit boundaries that are typically less

mobile than alluvial systems, yet they are still dynamic systems with a high degree of spatial

and temporal variability. To understand the variability of fluvial systems, numerical models

have been developed to quantify flow magnitudes and patterns as the driving force for

geomorphic change.

Two types of numerical model were assessed for their efficacy in examining the bedrock

channel system consisting of a high gradient portion of the Twenty Mile Creek in the Niagara

Region of Ontario, Canada. A one-dimensional (1-D) flow model that utilizes energy

equations, HEC RAS, was used to determine velocity distributions through the study reach

for the mean annual flood (MAF), the 100-year return flood and the 1,000-year return flood.

A two-dimensional (2-D) flow model that makes use ofNavier-Stokes equations, RMA2, was

created with the same objectives. The 2-D modeling effort was not successful due to the

spatial complexity of the system (high slope and high variance). The successful 1 -D model

runs were further extended using very high resolution geospatial interpolations inherent to

the HEC RAS extension, HEC geoRAS.

The modeled velocity data then formed the basis for the creation of a geomorphological

analysis that focused upon large particles (boulders) and the forces needed to mobilize them.

Several existing boulders were examined by collecting detailed measurements to derive

three-dimensional physical models for the application of fluid and solid mechanics to predict

movement in the study reach. An imaginary unit cuboid (1 metre by 1 metre by 1 metre)

boulder was also envisioned to determine the general propensity for the movement of such a

boulder through the bedrock system.

The efforts and findings of this study provide a standardized means for the assessment of

large particle movement in a bedrock fluvial system. Further efforts may expand upon this

standardization by modeling differing boulder configurations (platy boulders, etc.) at a high

level of resolution.
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1 Introduction and Background

1.1 The General Context

Theories regarding fluvial dynamics of sediment transport in river systems have usually

focused upon small particles, sand, alluvium or small gravel. Relatively little investigation of

the dynamics of larger particles has been undertaken. This thesis examines a reach of a

hydraulically steep bedrock channel system in a highly spatially resolute context for its

geomorphological characteristics as they impact processes of flow and hence the propensity

to move large particles through the system. This examination includes the modelling of

flows in the steep bedrock system to derive velocity estimates for various flow regimes as the

primary factor that promotes the movement of large particles. Several differing methods of

data collection and modelling were explored to derive the models of particle motion.

The system that was examined, the Twenty Mile Creek in the vicinity of the Niagara

Escarpment, is prone to relatively rapid changes in stage and velocity during flood events.

Critical and super-critical flow is readily evident within the study reach during flood events

as is evidenced by the existence of standing wave trains (see Figure 1.1 below).





Figure 1.1: Standing wave train within the study reach during a flood event (approximately 32 metres of

distance along the thalweg in the vicinity of the Power Glen Shale cliff).

Locally high flow velocities and sufficient force to promote the m66ovement of larger

particles exist within the study reach. This supposition is supported by observed pre- and

post-flood changes in boulder locations.

1.2 Thesis Goal and Objectives

The goal of this thesis is to determine the 'ability' of the Twenty Mile Creek to move large

particles through the study reach given potential extreme flows and existing geomorphology

within the area of flow. The specific objectives that have supported this goal are summarized

on the following page.
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1.2.1 Determine Areas of Potential Flow

Two distinct and separate methods were used to determine velocity fields exhibited during

flood events. Elevation data representing the streambed topography were collected at

selected cross sections along the study reach and through a detailed topographic survey and

digital terrain modeling. The resulting datasets were a series of points along a number of

cross sections and a point cloud (x, y and z coordinates in one mass) along the entire length

ofthe study reach.

This dual approach would allow for system modeling in both the traditional cross-sectional

manner as well as using very high-resolution spatial base data.

1.2.2 Determine Velocities of Potential Flow

Computer based numerical models were used to determine velocities of flow within the

Twenty Mile Creek study reach for a number of key recurrence events. The events selected

for examination were:

• the mean aimual flood (MAF),

• the 100-year event, and

• the 1 ,000-year event.

This exponential range of flows would allow for an understanding of the role that more

fi-equent through relatively rare flood events would play in the movement of large particles in

the fluvial system.
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1.2.3 Determine the Magnitudes of Flow

For each of the extreme events (Usted in the previous section) an estimate of flow was

required to serve as a boundary condition for the modelling effort. Long-term flow data (30+

years) were used to quantify the MAF and to extrapolate forward to the 100 and 1,000 year

return events.

1.2.4 Locate and Describe Large Particles in the System

As the goal of this study is the determination of the 'ability' of the Twenty Mile Creek to

move large particles through the study reach, it was necessary to locate (accvirately, in a

spatial context) and describe (by simple measurements of size and recordings of material) the

larger particles within the study reach. This effort also required an attempt to identify those

larger particles that may be prone to movement within/through the system, during the period

of study (mean annual flood).

It is worthwhile to note that very large particles may not necessarily move within the system

as sufficient flows will certainly not develop in the watershed to initiate movement of all

particles. When very large particles remain stationary they serve to construct structures that

will act as chokes within the system.

1.2.5 Model flows within the system

For the extreme events (noted above), two distinct modeling techniques were used to derive

velocity fields. The first modeling effort to be undertaken was a one dimensional (1-D)

model, using cross sectional data. This model is the United States Army Corps of Engineers

Hydrologic Engineering Centre River Analysis System (USACE HEC RAS). A second

modeling effort was made using a two dimensional (2-D) depth averaged finite element

model. This model made use of highly resolute digital terrain model data. In this case, the

model was the United States Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station

Hydraulic Laboratory TABS (USACE WES GFGEN and RMA2).





1.2.6 Detailed Particle Movement Models

Once each of the selected extreme events was modeled, the resultant velocity fields were

used as the primary input for the analysis of potential large particle movement. To do this,

detailed 'free body' mechanics models for the particles identified as likely to move within the

study reach and period were created. This effort provided an opportunity to determine areas

within the system that would likely present conditions to transport various large particles.

1.2.7 Model Calibration

To assess the applicability and veracity of the models developed as a part of this study,

calibration of the models with reality was deemed critical. Verification of various stages of

the modeling process included the comparison of observed surface velocity data with

modeled velocity data and the comparison of predicted zones for boulder movement with

actual zones ofboulder movement.

The models were adjusted to more readily reflect the reality of the existing system.

1.3 The Study Context

1.3.1 Study Area

The area of study for this analysis is found in the Twenty Mile Creek drainage basin, located

in southern Ontario, Canada, tributary to Lake Ontario. Figure 1.2 shows the location of the

study area.





Figure 1.2: The Study Area, atop LandSat 7 image, 10 June 2000 (source: Geogratis Canada).

The Twenty Mile Creek drainage shed is some 296 km^ in area. The creek flows eastward

across predominantly agricultural lands, in heavy clay tills of the Willoughby complex. It

enters the vicinity of the study reach at the Niagara Escarpment. Twenty Mile Creek has

incised a gorge some 1 .5 km into the escarpment (thalweg distance to lower falls); with two

sets of falls (Ball's Falls, upper and lower) demarking the progress of erosion into the scarp

itself The lower falls is located some 210 metres from the upper end of the study reach.

Figure 1 .3 details the study reach location within this context.





Figure 1.3: Detail of the Study Reach, atop digital orthoimage May, 2002 (source: Region ofNiagara).

A stage/discharge gauge, number 02HA006 operated by Environment Canada, is located

immediately upstream of the study reach, above the lower falls. The Creek enters the study

reach after proceeding through a large bend situated immediately below the plunge pool of

the lower falls. The study reach itself is detailed in Figure 1 .4. After progressing through the

relatively high gradient of the gorge, the creek enters the lacustrine plain situated below the

escarpment and ultimately forms an estuary known as the Jordan Harbour before entering

Lake Ontario.





Figure 1 .4: The Study Reach.

Digital orthoimagery collected by the Regional Municipality of Niagara in April of 2002,

shown in Figure 1 .4 above gives a higher resolution view of the study reach itself. The

imagery offers a pixel resolution of 20 cm by 20 cm, allowing some of the significant

geomorphological and fluvial features within the study reach to be identified. For simplified

reference, the study reach has been divided into a number of sub-reaches or sections. Figure

1.4 details these sections, as well as the limit of the survey of the creek valley (green

polygon). The study reach consists of approximately 325 m of thalweg distance.

The sub-reaches/sections are described in Table 1 . 1 as follows:





Table 1.1 Study Section Descriptions

Section
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1.3.2 Geological Observations in the Vicinity of the Study Reach

The Niagara Escarpment is the most prominent geomorphological feature in the vicinity of

the study area. A series of sedimentary rock layers are found in a near-horizontal Paleozoic

succession within the Twenty Mile Creek gorge in conjunction with the Escarpment. The

gorge was likely formed prior to the repeated Quaternary glaciations of the past and has

further been modified by these repeated glaciations (Cowell, et al, 2004). The topmost layers

are formed of massive and resistant carbonates, with lower layers consisting of weaker fine

elastics (Cowell, et al, 2004). The caprock layer is a dolostone layer known as the

Irondequoit Formation, while the weaker elastics are shale complexes. The Irondequoit

Formation is the layer at which the lower Ball's Fall exists. The study reach is located some

400 metres downstream of the lower fall and its plunge pool, in an area of exposed Whirlpool

Sandstone. Figure 1.5, below details the exposed bedrock of the study reach and the

sedimentary succession that forms the gorge walls.

Figure 1.5: Longitudinal Geological Cross Section, Twenty Mile Creek in the study reach vicinity (source:

Tinkler and Gasparotto, 2002, unpublished). N.B., The Power Glen Shale name is preceded by the name Cabot

Head Shale (named by Grabau in 1913).

While the Cabot Head Shale (Power Glen Shale has been used to identify this member after

the accepted name of Cabot Head Shale, and will be used in this study) exhibits interbeded
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shale and sandstone, the weaker shale layers below the dolostone (refer to Figure 1.5 above)

weather readily and collapse as landslides into the gorge. The landslides provide a source of

large particles (boulders) as well as shale gravel (Power Glen) being input to the creek

system. The gravels are readily transported through most parts of the bedrock channel of the

study reach due to their propensity to break down into smaller sizes via weathering and

oxidation (although some particles do remain un-oxidized and boulder sized). Large

dolostone and sandstone blocks that have been transported by landslides into the channel are

either currently being transported downstream by the fluvial system or they are massive

enough to form partial blockages or choke points in the channel. In fact, this phenomenon of

periodic landslides is a major factor for redirection of the channel itself thereby influencing

the geomorphology of the system.

The study reach terminates at a collapsed fall, where the relatively massive Whirlpool

Sandstone has collapsed due to the rapid weathering and erosion of the very weak underlying

Queenston Shale that supports the sandstone (not currently visible in the system).

Figure 1 .6 details the study reach surface and channel geology in a plan view format. This

format readily shows the role that landslides have played in the meander morphology as well

as the locations of accumulated gravels, larger particle aggregations (boulder gardens) and

knick points.
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Figure 1.6: Study reach surface materials and channel morphology (Tinkler, 1997).
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1.3.3 The Historical Context

The processes that have served to shape this planet have long been of concern to those that

depend upon the landscape; essentially, all of humanity. We began to develop rigorous and

verifiable approaches (namely the scientific process) to understanding the genesis of our

surroimdings, largely replacing the superstitions and suppositions of our early history. We

have attempted to understand the role that numerous mechanisms play in the shaping of

landscapes deterministically, theoretically and mechanistically for a large portion of this

period of scientific investigation. Increasingly complex theories describing the dynamics of

landform change have been created as a part of this relatively young discipline, now known

as geomorphology.

The geomorphological evolution of fluvial systems has been of interest to scientists and

engineers for over two millennia. Humanity has attempted to understand the role that

flowing water plays in the shaping of landscapes both theoretically and mechanistically for a

large portion of this period of scientific investigation (Tinkler, 1985, Leopold et al., 1964).

Increasingly complex theories of fluvial dynamics in stream and river systems have been

followed closely by the derivation of applied mathematical models. Typically, these models

have focused upon the transport of relatively small particles, namely alluvium (clay, silt and

gravel), through flowing water systems.

1.3.4 The Development of Hydraulics and Hydrodynamics Modeling

Notwithstanding the very hypothetical nature of physics as espoused by the ancient Greeks,

hydraulics as a rigorous scientific pursuit most likely had its origins some two thousand years

ago when the Sicilian Mathematician, Archimedes, developed a formal understanding of

hydrostatic forces acting upon an immersed body (Rouse, 1983). The works of Archimedes

and other Greek theoreticians were recorded and transmitted to the West by Arabic scholars,

but fiirther scientific advances were delayed imtil the Renaissance and the research of the

early European imiversity scholars (Tinkler, 1985). These early European scholars,

particularly fi-om Paris, Oxford and Cambridge, established simple dynamics relationships

for fluid velocity and fluid acceleration (Duhem, 1913). Leonardo da Vinci coupled
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observation and reason for a formal statement of the principle ofhydraulic continuity (stream

flow velocity varies inversely with the cross sectional area of flow) in the fifteenth century.

The first scientific contribution to the statics of fluids was made by the Dutch hydraulics

engineer Simon Stevin in 1586, when he demonstrated that the static force (pressure) exerted

upon an object by the surrounding fluid is equal to the weight of a column of the fluid,

extending ft-om the base of the object to its fi-ee surface (Dijksterhuis, 1943). Galileo Galilei

refined observation with formal experimentation regarding constant gravitational acceleration

and slopes in the late sixteenth century (Crew, 1939). In the seventeenth century the

Englishman, Robert Boyle, who also used the term hydraulics for the first time, undertook

experimentation regarding air/water pressure (Rouse, 1983), while Domenico Gugliemini,

made extensive field measurements of fluid statics and dynamics in river systems (Tinkler,

1985). Further advances that would ultimately allow for systems modeling were realized by

Gottfiied von Leibniz when he conceived the principle of energy and set the stage for the

great works of the Swiss physicist and mathematician Johann Bernoulli at the close of the

seventeenth century (Rouse, 1983).

In the eighteenth century, Daniel Bernoulli (the son of Johann Bernoulli) with the assistance

of colleague Leonhard Euler undertook research and scientific investigation that led to the

publishing of the Hydrodynamica manuscript in 1738. The manuscript discussed kinetics in

fluids, but did not put forward the famed Bernoulli theorem. The concept of energy in

flowing water was discussed, but it was Euler who took the initial energy/momentum terms

fi-om Bernoulli and Leibniz and added the pressure term to yield the Bernoulli equation that

is in use today.

The Corps des Fonts et Chaussees (formed in 1719), in pre-revolutionary and revolutionary

France, was a catalyst for the development of an understanding of the role that fluid

resistance plays in the dynamics of fluids. Antoine Chezy derived a simple resistance

relationship for natural streams in the latter half of the eighteenth century, while

contemporary Pierre Du Buat derived equations for resistance in closed conduits (Tinkler,

1985).
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In the nineteenth century, William Froude used a private towing tank (his own) to derive a

law for flow similarity that led to the understanding of viscous shear forces and the

development of boundary layers in flowing fluid systems (Froude, 1872). In 1889, a semi-

empirical equation for simulating water flows in open channels and culverts was developed

by Robert Manning (Manning, 1890). This equation is used widely by contemporary

engineers and scientists in describing and designing free flowing systems of open channels.

The twentieth century saw a reconciliation of the disciplines of hydraulics and

hydrodynamics, largely due to the efforts of Professor Ludwig Prandtl at the University of

Gottingen in Germany (Rouse, 1983). Prandtl examined the boundary layer and viscous

shear in the immediate vicinity of a streamlined body and normal forces that will produce lift

upon the body, supporting an understanding of the basis for particle motion due to a fluid

flow field. The Leopold group centered within the United States Geological Survey did a

great deal of work in associating theory with observations of stream flow eind fluvial

geomorphology (Tinkler, 1985). Luna B. Leopold was lead researcher, producing a number

of important papers regarding the application of hydraulics and hydrodynamics to river and

stream systems in the United States in the 1950s (Leopold et.al.., 1953).

With this reconciliation and an explosive increase in technology in general (through two

world wars and the initiation of the information revolution), hydraulics and hydrodynamics

were advanced numerically through the use of digital computers. Complex, non-Newtonian

dynamics such as turbulence and non-linear flow (vorticity, etc.) equations could be solved

using numerical methods. The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USAGE) has

undertaken a large-scale application of fluvial modelling with such computer-based models

as the Hydrologic Engineering Centre's River Analysis System (HEC-RAS), which was

developed fi-om its precursor, HEC-2 which itself was derived from the standard step method

for flow modeling. Numerous research organizations, worldwide, are researching numerical

solutions to various complex fluids problems. Finite element modelling and boundary

element modelling are an area of particular interest, given the numerical capabilities of

today's computer systems.

Recentty, Wende (1999) described the evolution of boulder bedforms in bedrock channels in

north-western Australia by deriving forces required to slide, pivot or 'hydraulically pluck'
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rock blocks in a flowing system. Graf (1979) attempted to use a similar assessment to

understand the spatial distribution of rapids in numerous canyon rivers of the Colorado

Plateau and a model of large boulder stability or movement.

Carling and Tinkler (1998) examined force/balance equations for initial motion of large

particles in steep, flume-like natural channels. This examination included the role that ice

would play in such a system, as well as the role that extremely large particles would play in

blocking the movement of smaller particles (and thereby promoting a change from a bedrock

to gravelled channel).

Finally, Miller and Cluer (1998) explored the efficacy of various numerical modeling tools

for predicting flow fields in bedrock stream systems.

This study serves as an application of some of these more recent theoretical works regarding

boulder kinematics in a particular river system at a very high level of spatial resolution.

1.4 Theoretical Basisfor Study - Modelsfor Hydrostatics

Hydrostatics or fluid statics is the study of fluids at rest. Thus, models for the static

behaviour of fluids necessarily neglect any characteristics of motion, including potential

energy.

As noted previously, Archimedes theorized that an object is subject to an upward force when

it is immersed in a liquid. The force is equal to the weight of the liquid displaced. The point

at which all forces producing the buoyant effect is focussed upon is known as the center of

buoyancy and is also the center of gravity ofthe fluid displaced. While the derivation of flow

fields does not immediately depend upon the concept of buoyancy, the principle ofbuoyancy

is needed to determine the 'buoyant weight' of a submerged particle which is critical in

developing a model for particle dynamics within a flow field.

Pascal (Roberson and Crowe, 1997) also determined that the surface of a liquid at rest and

subject only to atmospheric pressure will be perpendicular to the resultant of the forces acting

upon it. If gravity is the only force, the surface will be horizontal. If other forces (such as

momentum) in addition to gravity act, then the "free" surface will adjust itself geometrically
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by resolving the vector forces acting upon the system. This adjustment of surface geometry

is an important part of understanding both the free water surface gradient and the associated

energy gradient in a flowing or dynamic sfream system.

It is worthwhile to note that the numerical modeling of the free water surface gradient is

indeed problematic. The complexities of natural river systems and the associated anisofropic

behaviour of the free water surface (super-elevation across sfream cross sections, sudden

elevation changes in waves and hydraulic jumps and even backwater flows) are largely not

adequately represented with existing numerical models. As such, the simulations are not

capable of completely deriving a realistic flow field and thus a fiiU accounting of the forces

acting upon a particle within the flow field.

1.5 Theoretical Basisfor Study - Modelsfor Hydrodynamics or Fluid

Dynamics

Hydraulic models depend upon the classical theories developed for fluid statics and

dynamics, as detailed in section 1 .4, above. To understand the limitations and applicability of

these numerical modeling approaches, it is necessary to review the derivation of the

numerical models within the context of the theories already noted.

Sir Isaac Newton's laws of motion formed the basis for the classic fluid mechanics models,

still widely used by modem scientists and engineers today. Again, as stated previously,

Leonhard Euler applied Newton's laws of motion to ideal (fiictionless, inviscid) fluids to

derive basic equation for fluid motion.

1.5.1 Dimensionality in Flow Models

Fluids in motion, or flowing fluids, may exhibit motion in one, two or even three coordinate

directions. A one-dimensional flow field is a model that requires a description of flow

velocity and fluid property changes in one direction only. An example of such a system may

be found in a closed conduit with a flowing fluid of viniform velocity across the cross-

sectional area of the conduit (but not necessarily longitudinally along the conduit). The

USAGE numerical models HEC-2 and HEC-RAS are examples of such a modeling approach.
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As noted previously, the complexities of real flow within a natural fluvial system are likely

not well represented by such a modeling approach.

A two-dimensional model is a model that requires a description of flow velocity and fluid

property changes in two of the three possible coordinate directions. Flow in a two-

dimensional model cannot occur normal to the boundary of the fluvial system (other than at

the inflow/outflow boundaries). Finite element models such as RMA2 and HIVEL2D are

examples of this approach to modeling.

A three-dimensional model accounts for movement in all possible Cartesian coordinate

planes. This case is most certainly the best model of reality; however, the equations for

three-dimensional modelling of flows are extremely complex and often not solvable via

sjmibolic means.

1.5.2 Flow Rate or Discharge

Fluid discharge is simply the rate at which a known volume of fluid passes a section in the

flow stream. This change in volume is given by the following integral:

Q= [vdA [Equation 1]

A

Where Q is the total volume rate of flow, A is the cross sectional flow area and v is the mean

velocity of the flow. This equation can be further simplified (integrated) to give:

Q = Axv [Equation 2]

Where flow volume and/or flow mass do not change over a given control volume, the

continuity form of the general flow equation may be utilized as follows:

Qx = AxVx = A2V2 = Q2 [Equation 3]

The continuity equation clearly demonstrates that flow area and flow velocity will vary

inversely over a control volume; a phenomenon that is critical in understanding sudden flow

changes in natural systems such as rivers and streams.
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1.5.3 Momentum Equations

The rate of change of momentum is described using the following force equation, derived

from Newton's laws of motion:

^ F^ = f pv^ • ndA [Equation 4]

Where Fx are the forces in the x coordinate direction (or i vector space), A is the surface area

of a control volume, p is the fluid density, Vx is the velocity in the x coordinate direction (or /

vector space), vector v is a unit vector of flow through the control volume, and the vector n is

a unit normal vector directed away from the confrol volume.

From this basic equation, the Boussinesq coefficient (or momentum correction coefficient) is

derived as:

pdL4
P =-^— [Equation 5]

V A

Values of)ff can be expected to range from 1.05 to 1.17 for natural sfreams (Chow, 1959).

Using the continuity equation (Equation 3), Equation 4 can be fixrther simplified to yield a

summation of forces in the x-direction as:

Y,K= PQ{^2 - Vi

)

[Equation 6]

Where force is expressed as density times flow times the velocity difference over the control

volume.

Finally, the simplified momentum equation can be rewritten as an expression of the boundary

shear stress (to) as follows:

Tq=-'}R— [Equation?]
dx

Where y is the specific weight of the fluid (y = pg), R is the hydraulic Radius, defined as:
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[Equation 7a]

With P being the wetted perimeter, the cross-sectional length of water/stream bed contact.

Where E is the energy per unit weight of the fluid in motion, defined as:

E = y + z +—
2g

[Equation 7b]

It should be noted that the Mction slope (Sj) = dE/dx is the slope of the energy grade line (the

distance rate of change in energy).

The resistance equation for velocity is given as:

8^

Where/is a function of Reynolds number:

/ = M15, Re<,0'

Re"

and.

[Equation 8]

[Equation 8a]

77=-"°*10

' 2.51 ^

ReV7,
, Re>10' [Equation 8b]

With the Reynolds number defined as:

^^ _
pV{AR) _ pVL

^i )"

[Equation 8c]

Where jW is the dynamic viscosity of the flowing fluid and 4/? is simplified to a

'representative length' Z, in an open channel system. It should be noted that if the Reynolds

number. Re, is less than 500, than flow in the system will be laminar. If Re is greater than

2000 then flow will likely be turbulent. For Reynolds numbers, between 500 and 2000, flow
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is transitional and not fully turbulent. It will be demonstrated, with data from the Twenty

Mile Creek study reach that flow in open channels is rarely if ever laminar or Re is typically

greater than 500 in natural systems.

1.5.4 Manning's (Strickler) Equation -A specialized Momentum Equation

In practice, open channels (trapezoidal, rectangular, etc.) and natural channels are modelled

mathematically using Manning's equation (in continental Europe Manning's equation is

known as the Strickler equation). The equation is given as follows:

1 - -
V = -R^S^ [Equation 9]

n

Where S = 5/under uniform flow conditions (flow that is steady-state, or temporally static in

terms of discharge rate) and n is the Roughness Coefficient defined by Strickler as:

n = 0.034J * [Equation 9a]

Where d is the median size of the bed material.

In practice, Manning's n is typically the parameter that the equation is solved for, given a

gauged stream. If the stream is not gauged, than Manning's n is typically derived from tables

such as those provided by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE Task Force, 1963)

or some equally reputable published source.

Friction factors in natural channels can be expected to be extremely variable due to bed

material, channel type and even discharge rates within the channel (Heritage, et al, 2004).

1.5.5 Bernoulli's Equation

The Bernoulli equation is derived from Euler's equations as a one-dimensional energy

equation. Essentially, Euler's equation is integrated along a sfreamline for steady state,

practically incompressible fluid flow, yielding Bernoulli's equation.

Bernoulli's equation relates the pressure, scalar velocity (speed) and elevation between any

two points in a flow field (Z/ and Z?). The equation can be used to predict the pressure
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distribution (force over area) on an object within the flow field if the flow pattern about the

object is known.

The BemouUi equation is given as:

2 2

£l + }!^ + z =£l + I2_ + ^ [Equation 10]

By inspection, it is obvious that velocity (v) and pressure (p) are inversely related fi-om point

1 to point 2 of the flow field. This observation has important ramifications for such physical

manifestations of flow phenomenon as hydraulic jump and critical/transcritical flow.

1.5.6 Energy Equations

Perhaps the most important equations, in practical terms for modeling, are the energy

equations. These equations typically relate cross section, water elevation and velocity of

flow within an open channel, and are the basis for the modeling effort within this study (HEC

RAS).

Using the concept of control volume, in a fashion similar to that of the momentum system

(above), one may derive a series of energy equations for the fluid in a state of flow. Instead

of using an equation of motion to derive the final equations, the energy equations depend

upon the First Law ofThermodynamics. The 'restated' form of Equation 10 is given as:

V,
\ r „2 ^

2g
jViCos^ + fl^—'- + Z, =\ y2CosO + cx2^- + Z2

) 2g
+ h, [Equation 11]

J

Where y is the cross sectional distance, orthogonal to the streamline, 6 is the angle of the

streambed to the horizontal, a is the kinetic energy correction factor (typically between 1.15

and 1.5 for natural channels (Chow, 1959), v is the average velocity across the channel, and

hi is the head loss (Z^ -Z/) per unit weight of flowing fluid.

Head loss is always positive in these systems due to the tendency of a system towards

entropy. Head loss may be quantified as the slope of the energy grade line multiplied by the

length of channel.
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The energy grade line can thus be depicted as:

v'
h = y + a \r Zq , where channel slope < 10% [Equation 11a]

And the specific energy may be represented by:

E = y +a— [Equation 1 1 b]

As noted above, these basic equations form the basis for 1-D models such as HEC RAS.

From these basic energy equations, William Froude derived the equation for the

determination of energy state with respect to critical flow, termed the flow Froude Number

(Fr):

V
Fr =

I
— [Equation lie]

^fgD

Where D is the hydraulic depth D = AIT, and A is the flow area with T being the top width of

the channel at a given stage.

A Froude Number, Fr = 1 indicates flow in a critical energy state. For Fr >\ flow is

supercritical and for Fr<\, flow is sub-critical.

When supercritical flows transform into sub-critical flows due to channel geometry change

and thus a change in energy state, the energy relationship dictates a corresponding change in

head. This abrupt localized change is known as a hydraulic jump. Oscillations in energy

state (sub-critical <-^ super-critical, or transcritical flow on the rigid bed) are associated with

wave trains, regularly observed within the study reach, as depicted previously in Figure 1.1.
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1.5.7 Water Surface Profile Modelling

An assessment of the surface elevations of a flowing water system may be made once the

energy equations for the system are derived. A number of approaches may be taken to solve

the energy equations in the system being assessed. The 1-D approach (HEC RAS) is to

define the system as a series of discrete cross sections, linked along the stream profile. The

water surface is determined within each of the cross sections along with a mean velocity

within the cross-sectional 'panel'. The 2-D approach is realized using a finite element mesh

to form the matrix for surface profile determination, with each node of the mesh representing

a location within the flow field for energy equation solution. RMA2 makes use of such a

strategy for solving the shallow-water equations, given as the two-dimensional depth-average

form of the Navier-Stokes equations (momentum and continuity):

, 3v^ . dv^ J 3v^ d.
d,—- + d,v —- + d,v —-—-

' dt ' " dx ' ' dy p
""

dx' ^

d\

dy'
+ gd,

da dd^

dx dx

2 1

+ ^^" -t-[v^+v^f -^^cos{/ + 2^i<w^sin^ = [Equation 12]

''t^
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velocity, ij/ is the wind direction, co is the earth's rate of angular rotation and (p is the local

latitude.

HEC geoRAS was used within this study to determine those areas within the study reach that

offer sufficient means to promote movement of large particles at given stages of flow in a

pseudo 2-D sense. Flow modeling was attempted with the 2-D model RMA2; however,

satisfactory results were not achieved, thus no true 2-D analysis of large particle dynamics

was realized.

1.6 Theoretical Basisfor Study - Models ofParticle Movement

To understand, and ultimately quantify the forces that may bring about or impede the

movement of a large particle in flowing water, one must be aware of several factors. Firstly,

the properties of the object (in this case a large boulder) must be fully described. These

properties include:

• mass (thereby deriving weight),

• vertical and horizontal dimensions (thereby deriving volume and centre of mass), and

• position within the flow regime (upstream facing area or cross sectional area across

the flow).

The environment in which the particle is positioned must also be assessed. Environmental

properties include:

• stream bed properties such as slope, bed roughness, local morphology, and

• flow characteristics, particularly the stage/velocity relationship at or very near the

particle.

Once these properties are conceptually combined, equilibrium force and moment equations

may be derived to allow for a determination the conditions required to initiate motion of the

particle.
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1.6.1 Principal Forces Acting upon a Submerged or Semi-submerged Boulder

Figure 1 .7, below, depicts a free body diagram (FBD) for the rationalization of the forces

promoting or impeding a sliding boulder movement in a fluvial system.

Figure 1 .7: Free body diagram (FBD) of forces impacting/restraining a particle in a gravity (non-pressurized)

flow system. Note that the frame of reference is the boulder particle itself.

From the FBD for forces acting upon a boulder in flowing water, it is apparent that these

forces may be grouped as driving and resisting forces. The driving forces consist of a lifting

force (Fl) combined with a thrusting (or dragging) force (Fd). The resisting forces consist of

a frictional force (Ff) combined with a gravitational weight (submerged weight including

buoyancy effects) force (Fq).

1.6.2 Driving Forces

The lifting force (Fl) is a differential pressure that gives rise to a suction pressure that is

equivalent to a force that acts upon the underside area of the boulder. It must be noted that in

turbulent flow, any fluid force will be proportional to the dynamic pressure imparted by the

water over the area at which the pressure acts (the momentum principle as derived from

Newton's second law). Thus, the lifting force is quantified as the dynamic pressvire

multiplied by the underside area of the boulder, or:





F,='/2(/7)(v^)(xXy)(C,)
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[Equation 15]

Recalling that p is the fluid's specific density (water is assumed to be p = 1 .000 kg/Litre as

the unit standard, since the density is so close to one in the range of conditions observed

within the context of the study), v is the mean velocity of flow atop the particle, x and y are

the horizontal extents of the particle (deriving bottom or underside area, equivalent to the

surface area over which Fl acts) and Cl is an empirical co-efiBcient of the lifting force.

The lifting force co-efficient (Cl) has been derived empirically in a previous study in which

Cl was observed to vary with subsurface joints and channel slope (G). As there were no

measurements made for the rigorous derivation of Cl as a part of this study, it was decided to

derive a statistical relationship firom the data presented by Wende (1999). Wende presented

observed data for the empirical coefficient of the normal to the lifting force (Cn), and stated

that Cl = (cos0)(Cn)- This relationship of Cl and Cl was used to derive a non-linear least

squares regression for Cl within the context of this study. Figure 1 .8 shows the results of this

derivation:

1.2

Normal (Cm) and Lifting (Cl) Coefficients versus Bed Slope (B)

C^ = 0.000392 - 0.01096 + 0.9808

ff = 0.9535

C^ = 5E-0593 - 0.003302 + 0.0595 +0.1664

FP = 0.9969

10 15 20 25

Bed Slope - 8 (Degrees)

30 35 40

Figure 1.8: Statistical derivation of Normal and Lifting Co-efficients, Cn Observations from Wende (1999), Cl

Observations from Carling et al. (2002).
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The thrusting force (Fd) is proportional to the dynamic pressure imparted by the water over

the area at which the pressure acts, namely the upstream facing area. This pressure is

quantified by:

¥^=V2{p)iw')(yxz)(C^) [Equation 16]

Again p is the fluid's specific density (sediment laden water is assumed to be p = 1 .000

kg/Litre as noted above), v is the mean velocity of flow impacting the particle, y and z are the

dimensions describing the upstream area of the particle and Co is an empirical co-efficient of

the dragging force (typically 1.2 for platy rock blocks as per Carling and Grodek, 1994).

1.6.3 Resisting Forces

From the FBD of Figure 1.7, the forces acting against the 'entrainment' of the boulder in the

flow are determined to be the fiictional force (Fp) combined with a gravitational weight (non-

buoyant) force (Fg).

The gravitational weight (non-buoyant) force (Fq) is essentially the density differential of

rock to water, times the gravitational acceleration constant, times the boulder volume, or:

Fg = (Ps - P) (g)(x ^yxz) [Equation 1 7]

The fiictional force (Fp) is defined as the co-efficient of static fiiction (typically derived

empirically) times the force normal to the plane of sliding, or:

Fp = (//f ) (Fg ) X cos(^) [Equation 1 8]

Where ^if is the empirical co-efficient of fiiction (taken as 0.6 as noted by Bradley and Mears,

1980) to represent the flatter slopes of the boulders of interest; however, Carling and Tinkler,

1998 noted that 0.49 < /^ < 1.54 with a mean of/f= 0.88 for 1,116 samples ), Fg x cos(^) is

the force normal to the fiictional plane adjusted to the slope angle, and is the resultant of the

forces Fg and Fl.
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1.6.4 Comparing Driving and Resisting Forces

A boulder will remain in position (static) if the resisting forces exceed the driving forces.

Algebraically:

If (Fl + Fd) > (Ff + Fg), then the driving forces exceed the resisting forces. The system is

unstable and the boulder may move, or if (Fl + Fd) < (Ff + Fg), then the resisting forces

exceed the driving forces. The system is stable and the boulder is unlikely to move.

1.6.5 Principal Moments Acting upon a Submerged or Semi-submerged Boulder

Figure 1 .9 depicts a free body diagram (FBD) for the moments of a particle in free flow in a

unidirectional flow field.

ZT^ (FOCmx)

(FD)(m,)

(FcXnix)

Sfream Bed

Figure 1.9: Free body diagram (FBD) of the moments impacting/restraining a particle in a gravity (non-

pressurized) flow system, inclined at an angle of degrees.

From the FBD (with a frame of reference as the boulder particle itself, thus moment arms for

Fl and Fd are about the cenfroid of the boulder, and the moment arm for Fg is about the

pivoting edge of the boulder) for moments acting to overturn a boulder in flowing water, it is
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apparent that these moments may be grouped as driving and resisting moments (as was done

for the forces promoting a sUding response). The driving forces consist of the lifting force

(Fl) times a longitudinal moment arm (mx) combined with the thrusting (or dragging) force

(Fd) times a vertical moment arm (mz). The resisting force is comprised only of the

gravitational weight (non-buoyant) force (Fq) times a longitudinal moment arm (my) with

respect to the pivoting edge. The fiictional force (Fp) is not subject to a moment due to the

lack of a sliding normal response force. ^

The moments are all calculated by multiplying the forces of interest by the linear distance, in

the plane of overturning motion, to the centroid/pivoting edge, as follows:

XM^ =(FJ(mJ-(FG)(mJ [Equation 19]

XM,=(Fo)(mJ [Equation20]

It is worthwhile to note that bed slope angle is not considered here as the slopes that the

boulders rest upon are typically very small (cos(^) approaches 1 for these small angles).

1.6.6 Comparing Driving and Resisting Moments

A boulder will remain in position if the resisting moments exceed the driving moment.

Algebraically:

If [(Fd) (niz) + (Fl) (mx)] > (Fg) (nix), then the driving moments exceed the resisting

moment. The system is unstable and the boulder may overturn. If [(Fd) (mz) + (Fl) (mx)] <

(Fg) (mx), then the resisting forces exceed the driving forces. The system is stable and the

boulder is imlikely to move.

These relationships can be further simplified by adopting the concept of a 'unit cuboid'

particle in which the length (x), width (y) and height (z) are all set to one metre, resting on a

flat bed (as the bed slopes in the study are all relatively small (9 is approaching zero so cos

approaches unity). In this hypothetical situation, all moment arms (mx, my and mz ) are H

metre and the relationships become: [(Fd) (Vi) + (Fl) i'A)] > (Fg) C/2) or [(Fd) + (Fl)] >

(Fg) for the case in which the driving moments exceed the resisting moment, or [(Fd) C/2) +
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(Fl) C/2)] < (Fg) (/4) or [(Fd) + (Fl)] < (Fg) for the case in which the resisting forces exceed

the driving forces.

The unit cuboid concept will be exploited fully in later sections, to allow for an

understanding ofthe propensity of the fluvial system to move such a particle throughout the

study reach.

/. 7 The Determination of Critical Velocitiesfor Particle Movement

To initiate movement of a boulder, Bradley and Mears (1980) and Catling and Grodek (1994)

demonstrated that Equation 21 below is valid for the critical velocity to initiate the sliding

response in a boulder x meters in length (parallel to flow), and z meters in height (boulder

width (y) is not needed due the components of force acting in the directions noted in the free

body diagrams Figures 1 .7 and 1.9):

vi =
_2{p,-p)gx

X-
^/

Co + CM
[Equation 21]

Where Vc^ is the critical velocity to promote the sliding response and all other variables are

given in sections above. It was also demonstrated that the critical velocity to initiate the

overturning response in a boulder jc meters in length (parallel to flow), and z meters in height

is:

^2 ^ '2-{p,-p)gx
^^

1

^m.^

V^.y
+ C,

'x;
[Equation 22]

Where Vco is the critical velocity to promote the overturn response and the moment arms mx

and mz are depicted in Figure 1 .7 above and are used to derive Equations 19 and 20.

The concept of the unit cuboid can again be used to greafly simplify the relationships

defining critical velocity. In this case, jc = 1 metre, 2 = 1 metre, simplifying Equation 21 as

follows:
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v^ = ^^Ps-P)s ^ ^f
[Equation 23]

The '/2 metre moment arms for the unit cuboid are subsequently used to simplify Equation 22

as follows:

vi =^kz^x—L— [Equation 24]

1.8 The Effects ofIce upon a Particle System

Carling and Tinkler (1998) showed that ice accretion on a large particle such as a boulder will

effectively change the density of the boulder/ice system as a whole (Resisting Force Fg will

thus likely decrease significantly). It was demonstrated that a volume of ice greater than or

equal to a specific ratio times the volume of the particle will effectively reduce the resisting

forces of the particle in water of density/? (assumed to be 1.000 g/cm ):

/>™„o=-p7^ [Equation 25]

Where Pi is the density of the particle (g/cm^), and p, is the density of the ice, typically 0.9

g/cm^.

Ice accretion will also potentially change the underside area of the boulder/ice system as a

whole (thus, Driving Force Fl will likely increase with a corresponding increase in underside

area). This phenomenon cannot be considered as effective as the density decrease outlined

above, as the ice has a low tensile strength in the form of an apron, making the ice apron

fi"agile and ephemeral at best.

The result is that given the 'right' conditions for ice formation, movement may be greatly

enhanced by ice accretion. This phenomenon presents a significant confounding factor for
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boulder movement, as high flows often occur during melt events when boulders are

enshrouded with ice.

A converse phenomenon may also occur due to ice accretion on boulders. The ice can form a

matrix of particle, ice and streambed potentially increasing adhesion (and thus friction),

rendering the particle less likely to move.

The occurrence of ice jams or ice rafts and sudden collapses of ice domes and associated

surges can have a fiirther compounding impact upon particles within the system.

These scenarios were not modeled within the context of this study due to a lack of

observational data and a poor understanding of the phenomena listed above.
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2 Experimental Method

The study reach was described topographically using both the traditional cross section

approach as well as a much higher resolution 'point cloud' total station survey approach.

These techniques and the means for boulder identification and solid modelling are detailed in

the following sections.

2.1 Experimental Design

2.1.1 Data Collection

2.1.1.1 Cross section Data Collection

Cross sections were located within the study reach by making initial observations regarding

any significant or 'sudden' changes in channel morphology. These changes included such

phenomenon as change in channel width (narrowing or widening), change in bottom

elevation or change in direction of the thalweg. The solution of the energy equations

detailed and discussed in Section 1 depends upon the channel configuration at each of the

cross sections selected. Thus, the sections must be situated at locations that are

representative of the channel for that area in general or at locations where channel

configuration is changing to adequately promote continuity in the energy equation solutions

along the channel.

Thirty-three cross sections were selected and surveyed. Figure 2.1 depicts each section

location.
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Figure 2.1: Cross Section and Bench Mark Locations.

To tie all of the cross sections together, in a vertical manner, it was decided to select

'reference points' at some point along each cross section. A reference point consisted of

some feature along the cross section that was very unlikely to move over the course of the

study (as well as over a long period of time to accommodate future studies). Typically, a

point removed from the thalweg (towards or at one of the banks) on a very large boulder or

even the bedrock itself was selected and marked as a reference point. A study datum was

chosen arbitrarily to serve as a vertical benchmark due to the absence of any nearby vertical

or horizontal survey control. A longitudinal automatic level survey was conducted with

respect to this benchmark, for each of the thirty-three reference points selected. Both the

high slopes along the channel bed and the meander of the channel precluded survey from a

single level set-up, so that six level-set-up locations were used along the length of the

channel. All were cross referenced using coinciding back-sights and fore-sights to assure

continuity. Details for each level set-up as well as the cross section references are listed in

Appendix A.

The study datum itself was located on a small boulder on the right bank of the study reach,

across from a large boulder known as the 'Flume Slab'. The location was marked with a

small white, painted cross and marked as BMl (Bench Mark 1). The arbifrary elevation for
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this point was set at 100 metres above sea level (m.a.s.l.)- The 100 metre elevation was

selected by inspecting a topographic map of the area and noting that the 100 metre contour

interval is located very near the study datum. All other elevations in the study reach were

measured with respect to this arbitrary datum point. The point was not tied to any horizontal

or vertical survey control; however, fiiture longitudinal (thalweg) level survey efforts can be

used to tie this point to a downstream vertical control point located in the Niagara Regional

Road 81 Bridge that spans the Twenty Mile Creek. Figure 2.1 above details the location of

BMl within the reach, while Figure 2.2 shows the actual location ofBMl

.

Figure 2.2: BMl location, assumed 100 m.a.s.l.

The cross section measurements were derived by stretching a tape across the channel

(perpendicular to the dominant flow vector). Each cross section was necessarily drawn

through each reference point. Again, the automatic level was used to determine the elevatiori

of each reference point (and thus each cross section) with respect to the assumed datum of
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BMl. All elevations along the cross section were determined with respect to the reference

point using the autolevel to ±1 cm of tolerance. The ±1 cm tolerance is a reasonable

accuracy given the energy equation (z or elevation component) application to the cross

sections in the Twenty Mile Creek.

Section elevations were measured at locations of significant bed elevation change, points of

inflection or the location of boulders of interest. Figure 2.3 below shows an example of a

cross section being set-up and its associated reference point.

Figure 2.3: Cross Section S26, with Reference Point being shown (elevation =- 106.358 m.a.s.l.)

Observations of substrate and localized channel morphology were made with respect to each

elevation measurement to allow for the derivation of spatial variation mappings in bed

roughness.

Cross section measurements for sections S32 through to S09 were made between 13

September 2000 and 06 December 2000. Higher flows often interrupted the surveying effort,

giving rise to the protracted period of data collection. After 06 December 2000 siorveying
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ceased due to freezing conditions. Sections SOS to SOI were measured on 16 May 2001

when ice and spring runoffhad subsided.

A full listing of cross sectional measurements and reference points is given in Appendix A

2.1.1.2 Point Cloud Data Collectioii and Digital Terrain Model Creation

To provide for a means for detailed interpolation of flows between cross sections, extremely

high resolution (and numerous) elevation data were gathered to allow for the creation of a

terrain model for the area of the channel and associated floodplain within the study reach.

While the creation of cross sections is a reasonable approach for modelling river hydraulics

at lesser levels of resolution over wider areas of channel breadth and length (as was typical in

earlier modeling efforts), the examination of smaller streams with complex morphology over

very short reaches, as is the case with this examination of the Twenty Mile Creek, is

amenable to the use of very spatially dense data.

To accommodate this need, a Topcon total station survey device was procured and a full total

station survey of the study reach was undertaken on 04, 05, 08, 10 and 1 1 November 2001 . A

total of 2,641 points were shot at a resolution of ±1 cm (Topcon Manual, 2001) over the

course of the five days of surveying. As with the cross sectional level survey, it was not

possible to survey the reach from a single base station set-up point. The level survey set-up

locations and the arbitrary bench mark were used as base station set-up points and vertical

reference respectively for the total station survey effort. Back and fore-sights were used as in

the level survey to assure repeatability and a full correlation with the cross sectional data.

Figure 2.4 below shows the total station survey device and the prism rod used to reflect the

laser signal for distance and deflection measurements that were used to generate x, y and z

(easting, northing and elevation) data. These 2,641 data points were used to generate a

triangular irregular network (TIN) model of the study reach.





Figure 2.4: Total Station Survey device (at left) with prism rod used to undertake detailed survey.

Survey points were taken using a 'break line' approach to minimise the number of points

required to create a terrain model that would be very representative of the detailed

morphology of the study reach. The break line approach is essentially the survey of points

along lines of rapid change in topography. Areas that demonstrate little change in topography

are sampled with only a few points to determine the small slopes that they may exhibit.

A plan view of the Total Station Surveyed points within the study reach is shown in Figure

2.5 below.
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Figure 2.6: Total Station survey point data atop cross sections in three dimensions, looking upstream into study

reach.

2.1.1.3 Boulder Locations

During the total station survey, significant boulders were identified and were given separate

codings within the total station survey data recorder to allow for isolation and separate

mapping of each. Significant boulders were determined to be those particles that would be

liable to move, that were known to have moved or that would not move (form choke points).

The top edge elevations/locations as well as the bottom edge/elevations/locations were

captured to allow for the creation of simplistic three dimensional polygonal representations.

A total of sixty four boulders were modelled in this manner; an oblique view of the boulders

within the study reach is shown in Figure 2.7 below.
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Boulder 'Fall'n'

Simple Section

High Gradient

Lx)wer Section

Boulder 'Port'

Gently Undulating or

Level Bedrock

Figure 2.7: Simplified boulder models atop cross sections in three dimensions, looking upstream into study

reach.

2.1.1.4 Detailed Boulder Surveys

Two boulders, identified with the names Fall'n and Port, were selected within the study reach

for detailed assessment (Figure 2.7 above details the locations of these boulders within the

study reach). Both appeared to exhibit a potential for movement under reasonable

circumstances (perhaps the mean annual flood, plus). Both were observed to rest in locations

within the channel where higher velocities had been observed during flood events prior to the

beginning of the study.

Each of the boulders were surveyed using an automatic level with a grid chalked atop the

boulder at 10 cm intervals (in the x and y planes). Figure 2.8 demonstrates the chalked grid

on the boulder known as Fall'n.
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Figure 2.8: Chalked grid atop FaU'n.

Further level data were collected from the channel bedrock immediately adjacent to the

boulders, to describe the slope and texture of the strata that support the boulders. It should be

noted that all detailed boulder surveys were undertaken as relative surveys, with no tie-in to a

benchmark or any real world co-ordinate system. The less detailed boulder location survey

discussed in the preceding section provided a means for the capture of the relative location of

the two boulders being examined in detail.

Figure 2.9, on the following page, depicts the survey setup for one of the two boulders (the

boulder identified as "FaU'n").

Each of the boulders was also triangulated with marked, static features to allow for an

assessment ofmovement over the course of the study in an immediate manner.





Figure 2.9: Automatic level survey of boulder identified as "FaU'n".

Ice accretion was also recorded with respect to each of the boulders, as ice combining to form

an ice/rock matrix has the potential to significantly alter the effective density and

upstream/underside area of a particle system.

Ice data were collected for both Fall'n and Port in January of 2001. Small holes were drilled

in the ice that had accumulated on the boulders in a grid pattern similar to the grid noted

above. Calliper measurements were then taken to determine ice thickness at each grid

location on each boulder. Unfortunately, the spring thaw progressed with no sudden peaking

of flows. The ice accretions melted with no impact on potential boulder movements, thus the

measurements were ofno use.
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2,2 Cross Sectional Data

The cross section data were entered into a computer aided design and drafting (CADD,

AutoCAD 2000i) system as well as a geographic information system (GIS, ArcGIS) to allow

for immediate visualization and ultimately for the post modeling analysis. Figure 2.10 below

details the cross sections in three dimensions.

Figure 2.10: Cross sections in three dimensions, looking upstream into study reach.

Microsoft Excel was used to visualize the slope of the channel along the thalweg. This

visualization is given as Figure 2.1 1

:
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Cross Section Thalweg Elevations as Longitudinal Profile

Surface Velocity Measurement Area

Power Glen Shale Cliff

Surface Velocity Measurement Area

Simple Section

Distance from Section S01 (metres)

Figure 2.1 1: Longitudinal Profile along Thalweg (vertical axis is greatly exagerated).

From this graphic depiction of the longitudinal profile, it is possible to draw several

observations regarding the system. Firstly, the lower portions of the study reach are of very

high gradient. Secondly, there exist some areas of upwards or negative slope along the

thalweg. Finally, the mid portions of the reach are moderately sloped with some sections that

are practically flat.

Table 2.1 details the slopes along the thalweg numerically:
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Table 2.1 Longitudinal Slopes along tlie Cliannel Thalweg

Section
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2.3 Digital Terrain Model Data

The total station survey data were loaded directly from the data collection device to

AutoCAD Map 20001. Once in AutoCAD Map, the data were reviewed and observational

data (boulder, channel, reference points) were converted to object data associated with the x,

y, z (easting, northing, elevation) points for each observation. The data were then

transformed to the Universal Transverse Mercator projection, North American Datum 1983,

Zone 17 North (UTM NAD 83 17N) so that high resolution colour orthoimagery could be

used for both analytical and presentation purposes in conjunction with the data set. The

transformation was accomplished by using boulder delineation points with boulders visible

on the digital orthoimagery as UTM NAD 83 17N reference points.

Once the data were transformed, the points and associated object data were exported to Earth

Science Resources International's (ESRI's) ArcGIS. The triangular irregular network (TIN)

and associated digital terrain model (DTM) were derived using ESRI's ArcGIS 3D Analysts

extension. The TIN exists as a vector model ofnumerous triangular elements that are scribed

with the total station survey points as their vertices. Figure 2.12 depicts the TIN as generated

from the total station point data.

1 1_J 1
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The model was resolved further by undertaking a vector to raster conversion at a raster cell

resolution of 0.5 m by 0.5 m (or pixel area of 0.25 m^) in ArcGIS. Figure 2.13 below shows

the results of this conversion.

12.5 25 50 75

1 Metres

100

I Digital Terrain l\Aodel

Raster Based DTM
Elevation (m.a.s.i.)

Ugh : 113.38

Low : 97.88

Figure 2.13: High resolution digital terrain model of the study reach.

The creation of the TIN and the DTM are important steps to assist with the derivation of flow

fields that are indicative of the spatial variance that is inherent to the study reach. The

'enhanced' version of HEC RAS (HEC geoRAS) makes use of the TIN and DTM to

interpolate flow fields from the more traditional cross section data.

Secondary data sets can also be derived fi-om the TIN and DTM data. One of the most useful

derived datasets, in terms of understanding particle dynamics in the system, is the channel

slope raster dataset. The DTM can also be used as an input for particle dynamics model

calculations that require slope as an input variable. This data set is displayed in Figure 2.14

below.
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Channel Slopes

Slope
\ i
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Slope by 0.5 by 0.5 metre Pixel (degrees) S^ 50 to 60

mil to 5 degrees H ^ '° ^^

Hi 5 to 12 IHI 70 to 90 degrees1 12 to 20

20 to 30

30 to 40

Figure 2.14: Channel slopes derived via the terrain model.

The visualization of the slopes as a continuous raster within the study reach is certainly a far

more powerful means for understanding the channel morphology than is offered by observing

cross sectional data and calculated slopes between the sections.

It can be readily seen that slopes in the lower portion of the reach are not simply steep; they

are relatively chaotic in a spatial context. The nuances of the slopes of the upper portion of

the study reach can also be readily recognized and rationalized. In terms of impact upon

modeling results, the highly chaotic and steep lower sub-reaches of the study reach proved

difficult to model meaningfully.

2.4 Boulder Data

The boulders that were assessed for movement potential were identified using names

assigned to them as a part of on-going fluvial geomorphologic analyses by Dr. Keith J,

Tinkler of Brock University. The boulders were identified as Fall'n, and Port. Fall'n and

Port are located within the study reach in Figure 2. 1 5:
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Figure 2.15: Fall'n and Port locations within the study reach.

Two boulders outside of the study reach were also examined, surveyed and tracked. The

boulder 'Lydia' was located upstream of the study reach, immediately above the lower Ball's

Falls. The boulder 'Mill' was located downstream of the study reach. Both of these boulders

were of similar size to the boulders within the study reach and were observed to experience

movement during the course of the study.

After each of the boulders was surveyed, they were solid modeled using AutoCAD 20001 's

3D solids modelling capabilities.
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2.4.1 Data for the Boulder "FaU'n"

Fall'n is roughly triangular in shape in the xy-plane and exhibits two distinct elevations along

the z-axis. It is a sandstone boulder of the Grimsby Formation that has likely dropped into

the flow channel as the result of a slide.

Figure 2.16 gives a detailed view of Fall'n and its orientation in May of 2001

.

Figure 2.16: Boulder Fall'n, looking downstream.

Figure 2.17 details the solid modeling effort for Fall'n.
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Figure 2.17: Solid model for die boulder Fall'n, before movement (pre February 11, 2001). The four view

panes in diis figure depict (clockwise from top left to bottom left) an oblique view from the origin, oblique view

looking at the origin, the upstream face of the boulder and the siuface/underside area of the boulder; N.B.

Upsfream face is 1 .92 m by wide by 0.64 m high.

It must be noted that FaU'n moved approximately 35 metres downstream during a flood event

with a magnitude near the mean annual flood, on or about February 11, 2001. It experienced

both rotational and translational movement during this event as a comparison of pre-flood

and post-flood configurations indicates. Initially, the boulder presented its long axis (as

shown in the upstream area pane in Figure 2.17 above) to the flow. The boulder pivoted,

rolled about the x and y-axes (at the very least) and translated downstream. Its final

configuration is detailed in the solid model of Figure 2.18, on the following page while the

initial configuration is detailed in Figure 2.17 above.
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Figure 2.18: Solid model for the boulder Fall'n, after movement (post February 1 1, 2001). The four view panes

in this figure depict (clockwise from top left to bottom left) an oblique view from the origin, oblique view

looking at the origin, the upstream face of the boulder and the imderside area of the boulder; N.B. Upstream

face is 0.9 m by wide by 0.64 m high.

The upstream face of Fall'n changed markedly after movement. Figure 2.18 above, details

the shorter axis as being the upstream facing area as opposed to the longer axis as was the

case previous to the 11 February 2001 event.

The properties of the boulder are outlined in Table 2.2, on the following page.
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Table 2.2 Fall'n Boulder Properties
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Figure 2.19: Port, looking to the right bank.

The boulder Port did not experience any movement during the annual flood event of

February 11,2001.

Carling and Tinkler (1998) did report on a similar boulder that was observed to move through

this part of the creek.

Figure 2.20, on the following page, details the solid modeling effort for Port.
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Figure 2.20: Solid model for the boulder Port. The four view panes in this figure depict (clockwise from top left

to bottom left) an oblique view from the origin, oblique view looking at the origin, the upstream face of the

boulder and the underside area of the boulder; N.B. Upstream face is 1 .62 m by wide by 0.50 m high.

The properties of the boulder are outhned in Table 2.3, below.

Table 2.3 Port Boulder Properties

Property
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2.5 Flow Estimates

2.5.1 Measuring Velocities and Flow

Flows have not been measured explicitly within the study reach. A stage discharge (depth of

flow versus flow rate) gauge is located upstream of the study reach, immediately upstream of

the lower Ball's Falls (see Figure 1.3). The gauge is operated by the Niagara Peninsula

Conservation Authority (NPCA) and was the source of data for determining return flood

recurrence statistics to provide boundary conditions for the flow modeling efforts. Stage has

been recorded above the lower fall fi-om March 1957 to December 1999.

For calibration purposes and particle movement modeling, it was determined that velocities

within the system were required. Tinkler, in continuing studies has developed stage-velocity

relationships for at least two portions of the study reach. Figures 2.21 and 2.22 detail these

relationships:

Power Glen Cliff Reach

Mean Surface Velocities with Max and Min Standard Errors

(Tinkler, 1998)
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Figure 2.21: Stage versus velocity data within the Power Glen Cliff Reach, as observed by Tinkler, 1998.
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Simple Section Reach
Mean Surface Velocities with Max and Min Standard Errors

(Tinkler, 1998)
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Figure 2.22: Stage versus velocity data within the Simple Section Reach, as observed by Tinkler, 1998.

The locations of these velocity measurement stations are noted with respect to the

longitudinal profile exhibited in Figure 2.11 and the plan view with modeled velocity in

Figure 3.2.

It is worthwhile to note that the velocities observed were surface velocities and not the mean

velocities modeled. The reconciliation of these velocities is discussed in detail in the section

detailing 1-D modeling (Section 2.6.1).

Tinkler matched known flow rates to a downstream stage gauge to determine flows for the

portions of the study reach noted above. These efforts lead to the derivation of the following

stage versus discharge relationship (as table 2.4):
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Table 2.4 Stage versus Discharge within the study Reach

Stage (cm)
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It was decided to utilize the data generated via the WeibuU distribution for the analysis of

extreme events within the study reach, as it is less likely to underestimate extreme flows.

Certainly, continuing gauging of the Twenty Mile Creek will clarify recurrence intervals at

the study reach, allowing for a more robust estimate of extreme event magnitudes.

2.6 The Modeling Process

The general approach to derive the velocity fields within the system for a number of extreme

events was to use two distinct modeling techniques:

o One dimensional (1-D) modelling, using cross sectional data - United States

Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Centre River Analysis

System (USACE HEC RAS), and

o Two dimensional (2-D) depth averaged finite element modeling, using highly

resolute digital terrain model data - United States Army Corps of Engineers

Waterways Experiment Station Hydraulic Laboratory TABS (GFGEN and

RMA2).

2.6.1 One-Dimensional Model (HEC-RAS)

The United States Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Centre River Analysis

System (USACE HEC RAS) is a one dimensional (1-D) hydraulic model. Flow is accounted

for in so far as the velocity component is considered only in the direction of the flow itself

(USACE Hydraulic Reference Manual v2.2, 1998). HEC RAS makes use of the energy

equations that were discussed in section 1.5.6, particularly Equation 11, to calculate the

surface water profiles in a channel imder subcritical and supercritical flow regimes. It also

makes use of the momentum equation (Equations 4, 5 and 6) when dealing with transcritical

flow. The water surface profile is determined by solving the energy/momentum equation

between each cross section of the channel model in an iterative or stepwise fashion. The

energy differential fi-om cross section to cross section expressed as an energy head loss is the

function of fiiction and expansion/contraction of the cross sectional area of flow.

HEC RAS assxmies that flow is conveyed uniformly within subdivisions or 'panels'

consisting of the cross sectional area of flow. That is to say that particular subdivisions of the

flow area are forced to have uniform velocity. Velocities of flow in a natural (open) channel
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will typically exhibit a logarithmic profile with minimal velocities at the stream bed where

fiictional forces are greatest and shear stress is maximal (Robert, 2003). Velocities will

subsequently increase logarithmically in magnitude upward fi-om. the bed, to a theoretical

maximum at the surface of the flow. Figure 2.26 depicts this logarithmic relationship as well

as the locations at which velocities are modeled by both 1-D and 2-D systems such as HEC

RAS and RMA2.

Stage
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1 .5.4, equation 9, is the means for calculating flow or conveyance for each subdivision. The

flow-weighted mean energy head is taken across the subdivisions within the cross section to

derive the cross sectional water surface elevation.

HEC RAS checks the flow weighted mean level for the cross section against the critical

depth. This is accomplished by determining the Froude number as defined in section 1.5.6,

equation He. If the Froude number is 0.94 or greater (used instead of 1 due to the imperfect

nature of natural/irregular channels, Roberson and Crowe, 1997) then the critical depth is

calculated for the section using one of two methods. The first is accomplished by

determining the minimum total energy head and thus the critical water surface elevation

through the parabolic relationship of the two factors. The second method is undertaken by

slicing the water surface of the cross section and comparing energy differentials using secant

projections to determine local energy minimums and thus critical depth.

As the energy equation is not valid when a water surface exceeds critical depth (the depth at

which Fr = 1), the momentum equations of section 1.5.3, equations 4, 5 and 6 are used to

solve for conveyance (flow, depth and velocity).

This application of the momentum equations is critical in a mixed flow (subcritical,

transcritical and supercritical) system such as the study reach of the Twenty Mile Creek.

Numerous hydraulic jumps are evident at almost all stages of flow observed in the system.

Limitations of the model include the following (USACE Hydraulic Reference Manual, 2.2,

1998):

• Flow can vary only gradually as the hydrostatic pressure as outlined in section 1 .4.2,

equations 1 and 2 is valid over each cross section,

• The model is valid for smaller slopes (less than 10%) since the pressure head is

represented as a vertical water depth measurement.

This final limitation is of interest in the context of this study due to the higher slopes of the

lower high gradient areas of the study reach.
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2.6.2 Advanced One-Dimensional Model (HEC geoRAS)

HEC geoRAS is an extension of the HEC RAS model that allows for data pre and post

processing in conjunction with a geographic information system (GIS).

The data pre-processing allows for the rapid creation of cross sectional data that can be

utilized by HEC RAS. Given a detailed channel terrain model (such as was the case after

total station survey data were used to create a DTM for the study reach), cross sections can

be synthesized rapidly at a density that is much more cost/time effective than the standard

field data collection method for cross section creation discussed in section 2.1.1.1. The data

pre-processing also allows for a much more comprehensive means of assigning bed and

overbank roughness values to the model. The GIS allows for the creation of complex landuse

polygons that are automatically compared to the cross sections to derive the points of

subdivision for the derivation of the flow weighted energy heads discussed in the previous

section.

Data post processing allows for the extension of the 1-D HEC RAS outputs to the much

higher resolution digital terrain model data. However, it is critical to appreciate that HEC

geoRAS performs no hydraulic calculations whatsoever. The extension of HEC RAS output

to the more spatially resolute digital terrain model data is based entirely upon surface

geometry and not on the statics or dynamics of water and channel systems specifically. As

such, caution has been noted (Evans and Ackerman, unpublished, 2004) with respect to the

use of depth, inundation and velocity data presented by HEC geoRAS.

hi-situ observations of almost any natural stream system demonstrate that flow velocities can

vary greatly both across and between cross sections depending on the changing morphology

of the channel. To interpolate velocities between the cross sections, HEC geoRAS uses

velocity points on the given cross sections as mass points to create a water velocity TIN, with

the cross sections themselves as acting as velocity 'elevation' breaklines.

Obviously, this approach will correlate well with reality when the associated HEC RAS

hydraulic model is given densely located cross sections with a gradually varying channel

shape. However, water depth and velocity values derived using HEC geoRAS for
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visualization must be carefully reviewed and cross referenced with real world observations

(calibration), particularly as the derived data are located away from the cross sections.

To summarize the role that HEC geoRAS plays in conjunction with HEC RAS, the following

steps in data processing are undertaken:

• HEC geoRAS creates a GIS format shapefile of 3-D cross section lines with HEC

RAS derived water surface elevations as associated attributes,

• HEC geoRAS creates a TIN of water surface elevations, using the 3-D cross section

lines as siuface breaklines. The TIN is clipped to the boundary polygon for the study

reach,

• HEC geoRAS converts the channel bottom TIN and the water surface TIN to raster

grids and subtracts the channel TIN from the water TIN to get a depth grid. Cells with

negative depths are given NULL or NODATA values,

• HEC geoRAS creates a shapefile for the flood plain from the depth grid values that

are greater than zero and not NULL,

• HEC geoRAS interpolates a velocity raster grid of velocities derived from the

velocities calculated by HEC RAS at the original cross sections.

2.6.3 Tvt^o-Dimensional Boundary Element Model (RMA2)

The United States Army Corps of Engineer's Waterways Experiment Station (WES)

Hydraulics Laboratory (USACE WES) RMA2 (named after the private firm that were co-

developers, Resource Management Associates of Lafayette, California) is a two dimensional

depth averaged finite element hydrodynamic numerical model. It is capable of computing

water surface elevations and horizontal velocity components for subcritical, open channel

flow in two dimensions. RMA2 computes a finite element solution of the Reynolds form of

the Navier-Stokes equations for turbulent, nonviscous flows. Friction is calculated with the

Chezy form of Manning's equation, and eddy viscosity coefficients are used to define

turbulence characteristics. As with HEC RAS, both steady and unsteady state (dynamic)

problems can be analyzed.

RMA2 undertakes two dimensional calculations in the xy or horizontal plane. It is not

intended to model phenomenon such as vortices, vibrations, or vertical accelerations in the
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flow field. Furthermore, RMA2 is a fi-ee-surface model for subcritical flow problems. The

USAGE WES notes that more complex flows exhibiting vertical variations of variables such

as velocity and super critical flows should be evaluated using a three dimensional model,

such as RMAIO. RMAIO was not available for this study. RMA2 was run however to

determine its performance in the context of the study reach and to provide a comparative data

set for the HEC geoRAS model outputs.

The finite element mesh generation software used with the total station survey data was the

Surface Water Modelling System (SMS). It was used as a pre and post-processor for

undertaking the RMA2 simulation. Initially, SMS served primarily as a graphical editing

device to create a finite element mesh fi-om the survey point cloud data. Once the finite

element mesh was created in SMS, a second piece of software, the Geometry File

GENeration program (GFGEN), was used to convert the mesh into a binary file format that

can be read by RMA2.

The extremely high resolution data of the entire total station survey effort was pre-processed

using SMS and GFGEN. An initial run of the 2-D model did not yield an output. It was

thought that the complexity of the point cloud data in its raw form did not allow for the

creation of a suitable finite element mesh. Several iterations of data reduction ensued, with

the final reduction being the reasonably close approximation of the general locations of the

cross sections used for the HEC RAS modeling effort. Figure 2.27 below details the finite

element mesh constructed at this lower level of resolution, along with an associated mesh

quality assessment.
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Figure 2.27: Finite Element Mesh evaluation for the greatly simplified dataset (SMS).

Even with the greatly simplified data used to construct the mesh, numerous warnings and

cautions were apparent when using SMS to assess the mesh suitability for RMA2. Figure

2.27 above shows these warnings in the form of various colours for edges of the element

polygons. While there were no 'fatal errors' per se, the warnings were very fi-equent for

exceeding the maximum slope allowed. This was to be expected, given the steep nature of

the study reach.

It was decided to attempt a run of RMA2 notwithstanding the cautions given in the pre-

processing of the mesh. However, the results of the run were not satisfactory. RMA2 was

not able to handle the drying of particular elements of the mesh initially. When the

wetting/drying card was enabled, model results were not at all realistic. Flow occurred only

in the lowest sections of the reach with velocity vectors that were not realistic.

In summary, it was felt that the model was not satisfactory due to the inadequacies ofRMA2

combined with the inadequacies of the mesh that was created.





n
Given the constraints for RMA2 discussed previously (particularly with respect to

supercritical flow), it was decided to abandon the 2-D modeling effort and focus upon the

enhanced 1-D effort ofHEC geoRAS.
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3 Findings

3.1 Model Calibration

As noted earlier, an iterative process of cross referencing model results with observations of

the actual natural stream system is critical to any good representation of the process being

modeled.

Recalling section 2.6.1, that HEC RAS assumes that flow is conveyed uniformly within

subdivisions or 'panels' of the cross sectional area of flow, and that the subdivisions are

defined by changes in roughness or Manning's 'n' values, the role that the Manning's

roughness coefficient 'n' plays in the derivation of a flow solution is critical. Numerous

methods for determining n exist; however, it has been observed that there is ".
. . considerable

uncertainty about the choice of appropriate roughness coefficients ..." (Miller and Cluer,

1998). This uncertainty allows for the iterative changing of n values to effectively calibrate

the modeled mean velocities of (panel) flow to observed flow velocities. The observed

velocities were the surface values estimated by Tinkler and presented in section 2.5.1 as

Figures 2.21 and 2.22 for the Power Glen Shale Cliff area and the Simple Section area

respectively. To enable an appropriate comparison, the observed velocities (vmax) were

converted to mean velocities (vmean) as derived by the 1-D model HEC RAS via the

relationship of Equation 23 of Section 2.6.1.

For this study, the initial HEC RAS runs were undertaken with Manning's roughness

coefficients fi"om standard engineering hydraulics texts (Roberson and Crowe, 1997). The

thalweg areas were assigned an n value of 0.035, representative of a cobbled natural channel,

while the overbank/floodplain areas were assigned an n value of 0.050 to reflect the brush

and vegetation typically fovmd here. The initial model run using such a strategy

underestimated velocities in the upper and middle thalweg sections of the system,

overestimated velocities in the overbank areas generally and overestimated velocities in the

lower section thalweg areas.
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Several iterations of changing values for n were made with cross referencing to observed

velocity data as noted above. The final values for n are given in Figure 3.1, below as a series

of five polygons with varying values of n.

r'X-J~ L__^J 1 Metres'^

12.5 25 50 75 100

n - 0.08
%

ns0.02

n = 0.045

n = 0.045
n = 0.10

Figxire 3.1: Manning's Roughness Coefficients at final model calibration.

The light blue area, n = 0.08 is an overbank area of reasonably dense vegetation. The dark

blue area, n = 0.02 is a relatively smooth bedrock channel bottom, with some clast in transit

at any given time. The brown areas, n = 0.045 are rocky bank areas, while the green area is

the steep gradient boulder strewn area of the collapsed falls, « = 0.10. The final calibration

comparison for the MAF data is detailed in Table 3.1:
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Table 3.1 Final Calibration Comparison, Mean Annual Flood, model versus observed

Area
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A further calibration check with respect to MAF level was realized by noting that the location

of a near MAF derived debris or trash line within the Power Glen Shale Cliff area correlated

well with the model predicted stage (within centimetres).

3.2 One-Dimensional Model Results

3.2.1 Mean Annual Flood (MAF)

The following pages detail the results of the HEC RAS modelling effort for the mean annual

flood (MAF, discharge = 72 m^/s).

Figure 3.3 depicts the MAF longitudinal surface water profile through the study reach. The

green dashed line is the total energy gradient and the red dashed line is critical depth.
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this area do correlate well with this model prediction, as standing wave trains are apparent in

both of these areas. Figure 3.4 below shows this at the Power Glen Shale Cliff.

Figure 3.4: Standing wave (part of a wave train) at Power Glen Shale Cliff, 9 September 2004, in flows

approaching the MAF.

Supercritical flow is again predicted in the lower reaches of the Simple Section and then just

above the Oblique Falls section. There is evidence of supercritical flow during the MAF in

the upper portions of the Simple Section that the model is not predicting. Finally, flow

becomes supercritical in the lowest portions of the Higher Gradient Lower Section. MAF

observations have shown that flow is far more complex in the Lower Section than the model

can accommodate. This is very likely a function of the inability to deal with the steep slopes

inherent to the area as well as phenomena that cannot be modeled, such as the entrainment of

large amounts of air and significant occurrences of flow separation and backwater effect.

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 detail two cross sectional velocity distribution panels within the system.

The cross sections are S23 and SI 6, the Power Glen Shale Cliff area and the Simple Section

Area respectively.
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Figure 3.5: MAF cross sectional velocity distribution at S23, Power Glen area.
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Figure 3.6: MAF cross sectional velocity distribution at S16, Simple Section area.

The velocity profiles clearly demonstrate that the modeled data correlate well with the

observed velocities at MAF as discussed earlier (after converting the observed Vnax to the

modeled Vmean)-

Finally, Figure 3.7 below details the velocities modeled along the right bank, left bank and

finally the thalweg.
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Figure 3.7: MAF bank and thalweg modeled surface (vmean) velocities.

3.2.2 100-Year Return Event

The following pages detail the results of the HEC RAS modelling effort for the 100-year

return period flood (discharge = 184 m /s).

Figure 3.8 depicts the 100-year event longitudinal surface water profile through the study

reach. The green dashed line is the total energy gradient and the red dashed line is critical

depth.
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Figure 3.8: 100-year water surface along the reach profile as modeled via HEC RAS.

By inspection of Figure 3.8, it is apparent that the model is predicting much the same regime

of supercritical flow that was predicted for the MAF. Again, supercritical flow in the Upper

area and the lower portions of the Power Glen Shale Cliff area is predicted. Supercritical

flow is again predicted in the lower reaches of the Simple Section and then just above the

Oblique Falls section. Finally, flow again becomes supercritical in the lowest portions of the

Higher Gradient Lower Section.

Figures 3.9 and 3.10 detail two cross sectional velocity distributions within the system. The

cross sections are S23 and SI 6, the Power Glen Shale Cliff area and the Simple Section Area

respectively.
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Figure 3.9: 100-year cross sectional velocity distribution at S23, Power Glen area.

It should be noted that the right bank appears to be experiencing flows above its upper

elevation. All cross sectional surveys were stopped at vertical (or near vertical faces) for

practical reasons of data collection problems from cliff faces. The model is thus in fact

representing the geometric configuration of the stream channel reasonably.
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Figure 3.10: 100-year cross sectional velocity distribution at SI 6, Simple Section area.

Finally, Figure 3.11 below details the velocities (vmean) modeled along the right bank, left

bank and finally the thalweg for the 100-year flood event.
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Figure 3.11: 1 00-year bank and thalweg modeled surface (v^ean) velocities.

3.2.3 1,000-Year Return Event

The following pages detail the resuhs of the HEC RAS modelling effort for the 1,000-year

return period flood (discharge = 253 m^/s).

Figure 3.12 depicts the 1,000-year event longitudinal surface water profile through the study

reach. The green dashed line is the total energy gradient and the red dashed line is critical

depth.
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Figure 3.13: 1,000-year cross sectional velocity distribution at S23, Power Glen area.
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Figure 3.14: 1,000-year cross sectional velocity distribution at SI 6, Simple Section area.

Finally, Figure 3.15 below details the velocities modeled (vmean) along the right bank, left

bank and finally the thalweg for the 1,000-year flood event.
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Figure 3.15: 1,000-year event bank and thalweg modeled surface (v„ean) velocities.
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3.3 Extrapolated Two-Dimensional Flow Fields

As noted in section 2.6.2, the data post processing afforded by HEC geoRAS allows for the

extension of the 1 -D HEC RAS outputs to the much higher resolution digital terrain model

data (all outputs are set to a pixel resolution of 0.2 m by 0.2 m unless otherwise indicated).

The following sections detail the results of the extension of the data geospatially for the mean

annual flood (MAP), 100-year return event and the 1000-year return event.

3.3.1 Mean Annual Flood Event

Recalling that the mean annual flood (MAP) flow is estimated to be approximately 72 m^/s,

Figure 3.16 below details the extent of the flood waters from such an event as modelled with

HEC geoRAS.

I 1 I I I
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Figure 3.16: MAF inundation extent (red polygon) within the study area (green polygon).

Modeled depths of flow range from practically zero to approximately 3 metres above channel

bottom as depicted spatially in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: MAF depths of flow.

Figure 3.18 below details the spatial distribution of the mean velocities modeled through the

study reach.
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Mean annual flood flow velocities (vmean) range from zero to 7.31 m/s. The highest velocities

are observed in the following areas:

• Upper portion of the power glen shale cliff area, in the thalweg,

• Quarried section, in the thalweg,

• Oblique falls, thalweg.

3.3.2 100-Year Return Event

Recalling that the 100-year return flow is estimated to be approximately 184 m^/s. Figure

3.19 below details the extent of the flood waters from such an event as modelled with HEC

geoRAS.

Figure 3.19: 100-year event inundation extent (red polygon).

Modeled depths of flow range from zero to approximately 4.6 mefres above channel bottom

as depicted spatially in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: 100-year event depths of flow.

Figure 3.21 below details the spatial distribution of the velocities modeled through the study

reach for the 100-year event.
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The 100-year flood flow mean velocities range from zero to 12.46 m/s. The highest

velocities are observed in the following areas:

• Upper and middle portions of the power glen shale cliff sub-reach, in the thalweg,

• Quarried section, in the thalweg and progressing to the left bank,

• The right bank, end of the oblique falls sub-reach.

3.3.3 1,000-Year Return Event

Recalling that the 1,000-year flood event flow is estimated to be approximately 253 m^/s,

Figure 3.22 below details the extent of the flood waters from such an event as modelled with

HEC geoRAS.

Figure 3.22: 1,000-year event inundation extent (red polygon).

Modeled depths of flow range from practically zero to approximately 5.4 mefres above

channel bottom as depicted spatially in Figure 3.23.
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The 1,000-year flood flow mean velocities range from zero to 12.84 m/s. The 1,000-year

return event velocities are quite similar to the 100-year return event velocities, both in terms

of magnitude and spatial variation. The highest velocities are observed in the following

areas:

• Upper and middle portions of the power glen shale cliff area, in the thalweg,

• Quarried section, in the thalweg and progressing to the left bank,

• Oblique falls lower area, towards the right bank,

• The right bank, end of the oblique falls area, extending into the higher gradient lower

area,

• Higher gradient lower area, right bank.

High mean velocities occur in the same general areas from MAF to the 1,000-year event.

The areas of high velocities do increase slightly through the larger events in terms of spatial

extent.

3,4 Application ofFlow Fields to Boulder Movement Models

In terms of quantifying movement potential for given boulders within the system, modeled

velocity and given boulder characteristics play the critical role. Velocities of flow were

derived and presented spatially as 2-D fields for the MAF, the 100-year and 1,000-year

events in section 3.3 above. Existing boulder characteristics were presented for the two

particles of interest within the study reach (Fall'n and Port) in section 2.4 above. Figure 2.15

details the 'starting' locations for each of the existing boulders that were examined.

A third, essentially hypothetical boulder was also considered for modeled movement. This

hypothetical boulder was called the 'unit cuboid particle' or 'unit cuboid boulder'. It was

essentially an imaginary 1 m by 1 m by 1 m (hence unit) cuboid shaped boulder with the

same density as the existing boulders, Fall'n and Port, 'placed' at the very beginning of the

study reach. It is very important to note that the existing boulders were not of regular

geometry. Section 2.4 clearly details that both are irregular in shape. As the thrust imparted

by the water flowing against the upstream facing side as well as the underside of each

boulder (Fd and Fl respectively) is proportional to the dynamic pressure imparted by the

water over the area at which the pressure acts, the dynamic pressure quantification becomes
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critical in determining the propensity for particle movement. Recalling that the dynamic

pressure upon these boulder faces is mainly a function of the momentum term derived from

Newton's second law (detailed in Equations 12 and 13 of Section 1.6.2), the irregular nature

of the existing boulders makes modeled movement somewhat difficult. Essentially, any

movement such as pivoted sliding or overturning can cause the boulder to present entirely

new upstream and underside areas, rendering the initial equations for movement invalid. To

address this issue, the unit cuboid was derived and modeled.

3.4.1 Potential Movement of the Boulder FalPn

The specific properties for the boulder Fall'n are detailed in Section 2.4. Within the time

span of the study, Fall'n was observed to move approximately 35 metres downstream from its

initial location within the Power Glen Shale Cliff area to the beginning of the Quarried

Section area (see Figure 2.15). On (or about) February 11, 2001 a snow melt event coupled

with a rainfall event in the Twenty Mile Creek watershed caused two of the four boulders

being 'tracked' to move. Of the two boulders in the study reach, only Fall'n moved while

Port remained fixed. The peak observed stage during this flood flow was approximately 1.3

mefres with an estimated discharge of 65 m^/s. As discussed in Section 2.4.1, Fall'n

appeared to experience both rotational and translational movement during this event as a

comparison of pre-flood and post-flood configurations indicated. The boulder pivoted, rolled

about the x and y-axes (at the very least) and translated downsfream some 35 mefres.

Due to this occurrence, it was decided to apply the spatial velocity data to the two separate

in-situ configurations that Fall'n presented before and after 1 1 February 2001.

3.4.1.1 FaU'n Pre 11 February 2001 Position

Figures 3.25, 3.26 and 3.27 on the following page detail the locations within the study reach

where sufficient velocity during the MAF, 100-year and 1,000 events is predicted (modeled)

to occur to promote a sliding and/or overturning response in the pre 11 February 2001

situation of FaU'n. The red polygons are those areas where (Fl + Fd) > (Fp + Fg) which also

coincides with those areas that exceed the critical velocity for sliding, as discussed in Section

1 .7. The blue polygons are those areas where [(Fd) (mz) + (Fl) (mx)] > (Fg) (mx), which also

coincides with those areas that exceed the critical velocity for overturning, again discussed in

Section 1 .7.
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3.4.1.2 FaU'n Post 11 February 2001 Position

Figures 3.28, 3.29 and 3.30 on the following page detail the locations within the study reach

where sufficient velocity during the MAF, 100-year and 1,000 events is predicted (modeled)

to occur to promote a sliding and/or overturning response in the post 11 February 2001

situation of FaU'n. The red polygons are those areas where (Ft + Fd) > (Ff + Fg) which also

coincides with those areas that exceed the critical velocity for sliding, as discussed in Section

1 .7. The blue polygons are those areas where [(Fd) (mz) + (Fl) (mx)] > (Fg) (mx), which also

coincides with those areas that exceed the critical velocity for overturning, again discussed in

Section 1 .7.
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3.4.2 Potential Movement of the Boulder Port

The specific properties for the boulder Port are detailed in Section 2.4. Within the time span

of the study, Port was not observed to move.

Figures 3.31, 3.32 and 3.33 on the following page detail the locations within the study reach

where sufficient velocity during the MAF, 100-year and 1,000 events is predicted (modeled)

to occur to promote a sliding and/or overturning response in Port. The red polygons are those

areas where (Fl + Fd) > (Ff + Fq) which also coincides with those areas that exceed the

critical velocity for sliding, as discussed in Section 1 .7. The blue polygons are those areas

where [(Fd) (mz) + (Fl) (mx)] > (Fg) (mx), which also coincides with those areas that exceed

the critical velocity for overturning, again discussed in Section 1 .7.
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3.4.3 Potential Movement of an Imaginary 'Unit Cuboid' Boulder

The specific properties for the imaginary unit cuboid boulder are simply stated in Section 3.4.

Observations of boulders within the study reach indicate that a reasonably large proportion of

the particles that appear to be actively transiting through the system are similar in size (in

terms of mass) to this imaginary ideal boulder. Observations do indicate that most of the

boulders in the area are more slab-like (larger underside area and shorter than the unit

cuboid). Still, it is felt that the use of this imaginary imit cuboid boulder is a good proxy for

understanding the movement potential for a large number of existing particles.

Figures 3.34, 3.35 and 3.36 on the following page detail the locations within the study reach

where sufficient velocity during the MAP, 100-year and 1,000 events is predicted (modeled)

to occur to promote a sliding and/or overturning response in the unit cuboid. The red

polygons are those areas where (Fl + Fd) > (Ff + Fq) which also coincides with those areas

that exceed the critical velocity for sliding, as discussed in Section 1 .7. The blue polygons

are those areas where [(Fd) (mz) + (Fl) (mx)] > (Fq) (mx), which also coincides with those

areas that exceed the critical velocity for overturning, again discussed in Section 1 .7.
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3.4.4 Average Shear Stress in the System

While the primary objectives for this study revolved around the modeling and estimation of

large particle movement through a hydraulically steep fluvial system, it was felt that the

application of modeled flood depths and water surface slopes to the derivation of boundary

shear stress (xo) would be of benefit in understanding the spatial distribution of such an

important factor for geomorphological change within the system. Areas exposed to high

shear stress would logically be considered most likely to experience high rates of wear on the

bedrock as well as exhibit the greatest probability for plucking/quarrying of material.

Boundary shear stress on the stream bed (Robert, 2003) is determined as follows:

^0 = Pg^edx [Equation 25]

Where Sg is the energy gradient or surface water slope and dj is the depth of flow.

Figures 3.37 through 3.39 detail the spatial distributions of boundary shear stress at the MAF

event, the 100-year event and the 1000-year event within the study reach.
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Figure 3.37: MAF unit shear stress (1 metre pixel resolution).
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Figure 3.38: 100-year event unit shear stress (1 metre pixel resolution).
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The spatial model predicts some imreasonably high values of average stress within the

system during all three extreme events. This is a function of the very high resolution digital

terrain model (0.2 m by 0.2 m pixel resolution) and high slopes at notches and rock ledges.

Average stress at the m2 resolution is much more reasonable and clearly correlates with areas

in the reach that show evidence of pronounced bedrock sculpting and plucking of particles

from areas with weaker or jointed bedrock.

3.4.5 Critical Flow Predictions

A final means to visualize the spatial patterns for potential geomorphological change is the

plotting of Froude number values through the study reach for the three extreme events.

Figures 3.40 through 3.42 detail the spatial variations in critical flow (recalling that Froude

Number, Fr = 1 indicates flow in a critical energy state; also if Fr > 1 flow is supercritical

and for Fr<\, flow is subcritical.
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Figure 3.40: Froude numbers for MAF.
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Figure 3.41: Froude numbers for 100-year event.

Figure 3.42: Froude numbers for 1,000-year event.

From the spatial depictions of critical flow given above, it is apparent that areas of likely

geomorphological change are closely related to criticality in the predicted flow regimes.
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4 Discussion

4.1 Applicability of Topographic Models

The use of high resolution topographic models in conjunction with standard hydraulics

models was a technique being explored as a part of this study.

The detailed topographic model added greatly to the extension of the 1-D hydraulic model

(HEC RAS) results by interpolating model output across areas that were not explicitly

modeled (beyond the cross sectional panels). In essence, the 1-D data were expanded to 2-D

through this process of interpolation.

The creation of a topographic model also allowed for a much more intuitive approach to

model results visualization. The display of velocity fields through the entire study reach

allowed for a more immediate comparison with observed velocities than could be offered

with the output of a series of cross sectioned panels of velocity. Essentially, the presentation

of2-D data is a better mechanism for understanding.

The 2-D model (RMA2) did not benefit fi"om the creation of a highly detailed topographic

model. In fact, the model boundary element model mesh created for this study was too

constrained to utilize the complex features of the more detailed depiction of reality. The

particular combination of flow model (RMA2) and mesh used in this study made a successful

2-D run impossible. The possibility of this limitation was noted by Miller and Cluer (1998).

The enhancement of the 1-D model output did come at a cost however. The detailed

measurement of the creek bed and valley topography was time intensive requiring a relatively

large commitment of labour and resources/equipment. The extension of such a technique to a

large scale undertaking would thus be costly.

Finally, there exists a clear danger in over extending the interpolated 2-D data via HEC

geoRAS. It must be recognized that the interpolation procedure makes no use of fluid

mechanics to derive the 2-D data. The procedure is simply a process of spatial interpolation.

Thus, the 1-D model must be created in a very detailed and robust manner, with a full
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understanding of its limitations and requirements (dense cross section coverage along the

streambed, good breakline representation, etc.).

4,2 Suitability ofthe One-Dimensional Model

The 1-D model is certainly capable of generating information that can be very useful in

undertaking fluvial geomorphological analyses. While models such as HEC RAS are

typically used for understanding larger systems (in terms of reach length and channel/valley

extent), it is apparent that the representation of smaller systems such as the Twenty Mile

Creek on the micro-scale demonstrated within this study is entirely feasible and reasonable.

Having noted this, it should be stressed that the model cannot effectively represent very high

gradient (>10%) situations such as those existing within the downstream portion of the study

reach.

The suitability and efficacy of the 1 -D model is further extended by the careful use of a 2-D

interpolation tool such as HEC geoRAS.

4.3 Suitability ofthe Two-Dimensional Model

The suitability and efficacy of the 2-D model in the context of the study reach was somewhat

less satisfactory than the experience with the 1-D and extended 1-D modeling efforts. It was

not possible to derive meaningful data for further geomorphic analyses using the 2-D model

of the study reach. Certainly, the use of very high resolution topographic data was more of a

hindrance than a benefit. Problems with wetting/drying of the finite elements negated a

reasonable output and ended hope for using the 2-D model results in a boulder movement

analysis.
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4.4 Modeled Data as Input to GeomorphologicalAnalysis,A Discussion of

the Applied Sliding/Overturning Analysis

AAA Modelled versus Observed Data

The forces and moments calculated for the mean annual flood (MAF) stage from modeled

input velocity data did not quite appear sufficient to promote either a sliding or overturning

response for Fall'n. In its initial situation (as shown in Figure 3.25), Fall'n was modeled to

lie outside of the area calculated to develop the forces required to initiate either sliding or

overturning movement during the MAF. This initial setting was almost immediately adjacent

to the Power Glen Shale Cliff in an area that likely experiences reduced velocities due to

frictional drag from the vertical (and rough) cliff face. In fact, Fall'n was fiirther modeled to

lie outside the areas calculated to develop forces required to initiate either sliding or

overturning movement during the 100-year and 1,000-year events (see Figures 3.26 and

3.27). Fall'n was however clearly observed to experience downstream movement for a flood

event slightly less than the magnitude of the MAF on 11 February 2001. Reasons for this

discrepancy are discussed in the section regarding confounding factors (Section 4.4.2).

The second situation of Fall'n, post 11 February 2001, was again immediately adjacent to the

Power Glen Shale Cliff", some 35 mefres downstream of the initial location. Again, the model

shows that Fall'n is not likely to move given the hydraulic forces predicted to occur during

the MAF, 100-year and 1,000-year events (see Figures 3.28, 3.29 and 3.30). Fall'n has

remained static since February of 2001, accumulating and losing clasts through various

events over the span of 3.5 years.

Port was observed to lay roughly in the centre of the channel (as shown in Figure 4.1 below),

directly in an area modeled to develop hydraulic conditions that would promote movement

during the MAF, 100-year and 1,000-year events (as depicted in Figures 3.31, 3.32 and 3.33).
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Figure 4.1 : Port situated roughly at channel centre (looking upstream).

A number of moderately sized boulders were observed to accumulate immediately adjacent

to Port, on its upstream side early in the observation period (see Figure 4.2 on the following

page).





Figure 4.2: Port with accumulated boulders (looking upstream).

These boulders included at least one large slab that was imbricated during a moderate flood

event. Port was not observed to move in any of the MAF or near MAP events in a 4 year

period. The collection of boulders immediately upstream of Port certainly served to reduce

velocity of flow impacting upon Port as a driving force for movement by deflecting flows

around the 'boulder garden' that had accumulated around Port. It should also be noted that

the interpolation of velocity fields between the modeled sections may not reflect nuances of

the velocity field that may give rise to smaller areas that could collect boulders such as the

observed accumulation at Port.

The imit cuboid boulder was modeled to derive an understanding of the areas within the

stream system that could develop hydraulic conditions that would promote movement of such

a boulder. From Figure 3.34, it is clear that flow conditions modeled during the MAF are

favourable for unit cuboid boulder movement in large portions of the Power Glen Shale Cliff

sub-reach as well as the Quarried Section sub-reach, as shown in Figure 4.3 below.





Figure 4.3: Bedrock channel in vicinity of Power Glen Shale Cliff and Quarried Section (looking downstream).

Similar conditions are modeled to occur during the MAF in the Simple Section sub-reach. It

is worthwhile to note that these sub-reaches are relatively clear of boulders and smaller

clasts, with large expanses of bed rock exposed (shown above in Figure 4.3 and on the

following page in Figure 4.4). This observation coincides well with the model results

regarding a high potential for movement of unit cuboid and smaller clasts in these sub-

reaches during the MAF (and greater return frequency events), suggesting that these sub-

reaches are effective conveyors ofboulders.





Figure 4.4: Bedrock channel in vicinity of the Simple Section (looking upstream).

Finally, boundary shear stress modeled to occur during the MAF, 100-year and 1,000-year

events (as detailed in Figures 3.37, 3.38 and 3.39) was calculated to be high in areas that

exhibit bedrock wear, sculpting and plucking, all at knick points and rock ledges observed to

exist in the system. Figure 4.5 on the following page shows an area of active plucking at the

Quarried Section knick point.
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Figure 4.5: Active slab plucking area at the Quarried Section knick point.
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4.4.2 Possible Confounding Factors

A number of possible factors, which were not accounted for in the initial force/moment

modelling, may contribute to the enhanced motility of some of the boulders. These factors

include:

• Uncertainty in the modeled/predicted flow fields,

• Uncertainty regarding particle interactions (boulder garden accumulation, blocking of

flows, etc.),

• Ice accretion on the boulders, effectively increasing the underside area of the

boulder/ice matrix as a whole (likely greatly increasing the driving force Fl),

• Ice accretion on the boulders, effectively decreasing the density of the boulder/ice

matrix as a whole (likely greatly decreasing the resisting force Fq),

• Very localized, extreme flow velocities (due to standing wave 'compression' troughs,

etc.),

• A flow pulse fi-om the collapse of an ice dome at the lower falls plunge pool, up-

stream of the study reaches (the ice dome decreased rapidly in magnitude during the

11 February 2001 event, but no actual catastrophic collapse was observed),

• Momentum imparted by ice floes colliding with the boulders fi"om the collapsed ice

dome in a stochastic manner,

• Momentum imparted by smaller particles entrained in the flow ('nudging').

4.4.3 Uncertainty in the Model

Since any effort to model a 'real' system is an approximation of reality, uncertainty will be an

inherent part of the model. The calibration procedure itself is an attempt to minimize

uncertainty; however, simplification of the physical processes using such tools as a 1-D

model of a 3-D world will lead to uncertainty. This uncertainty can encompass the flow field

model as well as the particle movement model.
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4.4.4 Ice Accretion

Figure 4.6 clearly shows an ice apron accreted upon the boulder Port (the apron is submerged

vinder rising flows) 10 days before the peak flow of 1 1 February 2001 occurred.

Figure 4.6: Ice apron on Port (looking to the right bank).

It is clear from this observation of ice accretion that the ice/rock matrix phenomenon can in

fact be rather extensive in magnitude. Considering that the specific gravity of ice is less than

one, this may in fact be a primary mode of resisting force/moment reduction in such fluvial

systems, given the 'right' conditions.

In the context of this study, the observed boulders were verified to be clear of ice aprons

before the peak flow ensued.

This observation effectively rules out the icing phenomenon for enhancing movement in this

instance.



J
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4.4.5 Velocity Extremes

Figure 4.7, below, clearly shows the Boulder FaU'n (which moved 35 metres downstream

during the 1 1 February 2001 event) in a trough between a set of standing waves, roughly one

week before it moved. Velocities within this trough could easily have increased well beyond

the model calculated peak of4 to 5 m/s due to such a localized phenomenon.

Figure 4.7: Fall'n (pre 1 1 February 2001 position) in a localized wave trough, with an ice apron.

Certainly, a transient extreme velocity surge from the collapse of the ice dome upstream of

the studied boulders could have had a similar impact.

4.4.6 Stochastic Processes

Of course, there will always exist a probabilistic mechanism that may override the

deterministic phenomena that have been studied within this analysis. The movement of

smaller particles in the flow and subsequent striking of larger particles that will precipitate an

energy exchange is a completely random process. If this phenomenon is sufficiently
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pronounced (beyond the treatment of the fluid density as slightly greater than one) it may in

fact be a source ofboulder motion triggering.

Currently, neither the technology nor the understanding of the stochastic processes is

sufficient to assess this properly.
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5 Summary and Conclusions

5.1 General Summary

The development of deterministic equations (motion, momentum, force and moment) to

predict the conditions for the entrainment of large particles is a useful exercise for working

towards a more holistic understanding of the dynamics of fluvial driven change in a bedrock

system. At the very least, one may derive an understanding of the magnitude of flows

(velocities) required to move those particles that have obviously moved in the past.

Furthermore, an understanding of the conditions that have existed (beyond direct

observation) to give rise to areas of large particle accumulation as well as areas that are

devoid of large particles or even areas where streambed bedrock is being removed can be

realized.

Benefits of such a study include (but are certainly not limited to):

• The development of a deterministic understanding of the genesis ofbedrock stream

morphology with respect to large particle movement,

• The definition of areas of large particle accretion and removal likelihood,

• The development of strategies to effectively stabilize systems that are instable due to

rapid hydrologic change (human induced) with a real mechanistic basis.

5.2 Recommendationsfor Further Study

Extension of this research should be considered in a number of aspects. A more robust 2-D

model should be explored with a more well-formed version of the finite element mesh

derived from the detailed survey data. A candidate system to consider is TELEMAC fi-om

the Electricite de France, Laboratoire National d'Hydraulique.

Another aspect to consider is the assessment of movement potential for boulders other than

Fall'n and Port. A total of 64 boulders were located via the total station survey effort.

Further boulders of interest fi"om this set of particles should be examined to the level that

Fall'n and Port were (detailed 3-D models of the particles with recorded orientations to flow
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in the channel). A number of these identified particles are very large; even large enough to be

considered immovable at first inspection, yet they are imbricated within the channel,

suggesting that they have in fact been subject to movement via fluvial dynamics. These

boulders in particular warrant closer examination (with an awareness of the confounding

factors noted previously) for velocities of flow that would be required to initiate motion.

From these velocities an estimate of flow could be derived and an associated flow/velocity

recurrence interval determined. This procedure enacted for several of the largest imbricated

particles could form the basis for an analysis of paleoflood in the study reach.

A third focus of further study could be derived by examining one of the confounding factors

discussed earlier; ice accretion. A sensitivity analysis could be undertaken to determine the

relationship of the system density change (ice-rock matrix) to velocity needed to initiate

movement. This study would necessarily require an assessment of the strength of the ice-

rock matrix and even its role in adhesion to the streambed under varying conditions and rates

of flow change.

Finally, the analysis of differing 'ideal' boulders warrants fiorther examination. A number of

the boulders that were measured and located within the system exhibit a plate-like aspect or a

wedge shape. The creation of a standard platy boulder with dimensions of 1 metre by 1

metre by 0.5 metres should be examined in the same manner that the unit cuboid was

examined. The same consideration should be given to an ideal wedge shaped boulder of

dimensions '/2(xyz) = 1 m^, and contrasting this 'xmit wedge' to the unit cuboid. The boulders

within the study reach could also be described statistically to determine mean volume and

mean aspect ratios. This 'mean boulder' could then be examined for movement potential

within the flow fields predicted.
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Appendix A
Survey Control and Cross Section References





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Datum Location (BM1)

Location Description:

The study datum was located on a small

boulder on the Right Bank of the study reach,

across from the 'Flume Slab'. The location

was marked with a small white, painted cross

and marked as BM1 . The arbitrary elevation

for this point was set at 1 00 metres above sea
level (m.a.s.l.). All other elevations in the study

reach were measured with relation to this

arbitrary datum point. The point was not tied to

any horizontal or vertical survey control.

Arbitrary datum point (BM1 ), assumed
elevation of 100 m.a.s.l. (looking

downstream).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Automatic Level Station One (L1

)

Location Description:

The first set-up location for the automatic

level was located upstream of the 'Flume

Slab', downstream of the 'Pothole Slabs' on
the Right Bank of the study reach in an area

of small boulders and gravel. The location is

marl<ed with a small white, painted cross and
marked as L1

.

Data:

Set-up Date: 13 October 2000

Instrument Height: 1.410 metres

Rod Reading at BM1 : 1 .495 metres

Elevation at LI : 100.085 m.a.s.l.

Automatic Level Station One, elevation with

respect to assumed base elevation is

100.085 m.a.s.l. (looking upstream).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Automatic Level Station Two (L2)

Location Description:

The second set-up location for tlie automatic

level was located upstream of the 'Pothole

Slabs', downstream of the 'Exit Slab' on the

Right Bank of the study reach atop a large

boulder and gravel. The location is marked
with a small white, painted cross and marked
asL2.

Data:

Set-up Date: 13 October 2000

Instrument Height: 1 .450 metres

Back sight Reading to S4: 2.455 metres

Elevation at L2: 102.315 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Automatic Level Station Three (L3)

Location Description:

The third set-up location

for the automatic level was
located upstream of the

'Betty's Chair" knick point

formation, downstream of

the 'Oblique Falls' in the

centre of the channel atop

a large boulder within a
gravelled area. The
location is marked with a
small white, painted cross

and marked as L3.

Data:
Automatic Level Station Three, elevation with respect to assumed base
elevation is 104.745 m.a.s.l. (looking upstrecun).

Set-up Date: 20 October 2000

Instrument Height: 1.500 metres

Back sight Reading to S7: 3.125 metres

Elevation at L3: 104.745 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Automatic Level Station Four (L4)

Location Description:

The fourth set-up location

for the automatic level was
located upstream of the

'Simple Section' in a
boulder garden on the Left

Bank of the study section

atop a small boulder. The
location is marked with a
small white, painted cross

and marked as L4.

Data:

Set-up Date: 20 October

2000

Automatic Level Station Four, elevation with respect to assumed t)ase

elevation is 105.080 m.a.s.l. (looking to Left Bank).

Instrument Height: 1.275 metres

Back sight Reading to S15: 0.605 metres

Elevation at L4: 105.080 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Automatic Level Station Five (L5)

Location Description:

The fifth set-up location

for the automatic level

was located adjacent to

the 'Obvious Notch' atop

bedrock on the Left Bank
of the study section. The
location is marked with a
small white, painted circle

and cross and is marked
as L5.

Data:

Set-up Date: 20 October

2000

Automatic Level Station Five, elevation with respect to assumed base
elevation is 105.960 m.a.s.l. (looking from Left Bank to Right Bank).

Instrument Height: 1 .430 metres

Back sight Reading to S19: 1 .955 metres

Elevation at L5: 105.960 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Automatic Level Station Six (L6)

Location Description:

The sixth set-up location

for the automatic level was
located at the anterior end

of a shale cliff atop

bedrock on the Right Bank

of the study section. The
location is marked with a

small white, painted cross

and is marked as L6.

Data:

Set-up Date: 27 October 2000

Instrument Height: 1.700 metres

Back sight Reading to S25: 1 .436 metres

Elevation at L6: 106.246 m.a.s.l.

Automatic Level Station Six, elevation witfi respect to assumed base

elevation is 106.246 m.a.s.l. (looking upstream along Right Bank).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section One Reference Point (S1)

Location Description:

The first cross section for the study reach was
located immediately downstream of the

'Brachiopod Slab' on the Right Bank of the

reach in an area of small boulders and gravel

located directly adjacent to a large boulder.

The reference point location is marked with a
small vertical white painted line on the

downstream side of the large boulder and a
small white painted circle on a horizontal slab

(the point of level measurement) and is

marked as S1.

Data:

Measurement Date: 13 October 2000

Rod Reading at S1 : 2.275 metres

Measured with Reference to LI

Elevation at 31 : 99.220 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S01

Refsrence Point Elevation (m*irmmab<rM Datum)

:

Autolevel Set-up Number:

Autolevel Set-up Elevation f>ii«tmaiMwiMMtf:

Autolevel Instrument Height inMnti:

Right Bank Distance from S6 iimn»:

Thalweg Distance from S6 (mMna):

Left Banl( Distance from S6 w»na\:

99222
LI

100.152

1.735

11.30

10.70

10.10

Distance from Right Bank

(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Two Reference Point (S2)

Location Description:

The second cross section

reference point for the

study reach was located

on a small vertical slab at

the distal end of the

'Flume Slab', on the Left

Bank of the reach. The
reference point location is

marked with a small white

painted rectangle on the

slab (the point of level

measurement) and is

marked as S2.

Data:

Cross Section Reference Point Two, elevation with respect to assumed

base elevation is 99.530 m.a.s.l. (looking downstream).

Measurement Date: 13 October 2000

Rod Reading at S2: 1 .965 metres

Measured with Reference to LI

Elevation at S2: 99.530 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section S02

Reference Point Elevation (m»kmm ato^iMumt:

Autolevel Set-up Number:

Autolevel Set-up Elevation {m^t^ttM^iMumt:

Autolevel Instrument Height imHim):

Right Bank Distance from S6 (mm):

Thalweg Distance from S6 (m«n>i:

Left Banit Distance from S6 (m»^t:

99.530

LI

100.152

1.735

10.10

7.30

4.30

Distance from Right Bank

(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Three Reference Point (S3)

Location Description:

The third cross section reference point for the

study reach was located immediately adjacent

to the 'Flume Slab' on a boulder in the centre

of the channel. The reference point is located

at a notch on the upstream side of the boulder

and is marked with a small painted white circle

and marked as S3.

Data:

Measurement Date: 13 October 2000

Rod Reading at S3: 1 .61 2 metres

Measured with Reference to LI

Elevation at S3: 99.883 m.a.s.l.

Cross Section Reference Point Three,

elevation with respect to assumed base
elevation is 99.883 m.a.s.l. (looking

downstream).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S03

Reference Point Elevation tm*¥*»ttc¥*D»i*mt:

Autolevel Set-up Number
Autolevel Set-up Elevation imtn,,i>o^om^:

Autolevel Instrument Height t

Right Bank Distance from S6 (r

Thalweg Distance from S6 o

Left Bani< Distance from S6 imttr^y.

99.892

L1

100.152

1.735

7.40

6.20

4.90

Distance from Right Bank Distance from Left Bank Rod Reading Elevation Measurement Surface Comments
(metres) (metres) (metres) (metres. Datum = 100 m.a.s.l.) Type





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Four Reference Point (S4)

Location Description:

The fourth cross section reference point for

the study reach was located immediately

downstream of the 'Pothole Slabs' on the

Right Bank of the reach in an area of small

boulders and gravel. The cross section is

located just upstream of the first automatic

level set-up location (LI ). The reference point

location is marked with a small white painted

circle on the downstream side of a boulder

(the point of level measurement) and is

marked as 34.

Data:

Measurement Date: 13 October 2000

Rod Reading at S4: 0.185 metres

Measured with Reference to LI

Elevation at S4: 101.310 m.a.s.l.

Cross Section Reference Point Four,

elevation with respect to assumed base

elevation is 101.310 m.a.s.l. (looking

downstream).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S04

Reference Point Elevation {mMn,,!,^^

Autolevel Set-up Number
Autoievel Set-up Elevation rmMrax^ovi

Autolevel Instrument Height r»«~i:

Right Bank Distance from S6 tmttntt:

Thalweg Distance from S6 (mMno:

Left Bank Distance from S6 mMm:

101.314

12

102.336

1.515

17.40

8.70

5.50

Distance from Right Bank Distance from Left Bank Rod Reading Elevation Measurement Surface Comments
(metres) (metres) (metres) (metres. Datum = 100 m. a. s.l.) Type





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Five Reference Point (S5)

Location Description:

The fifth cross section reference point for the

study reach was located upstream of the

'Pothole Slabs', downstream of the 'Exit Slab'

on the Right Bank of the study reach atop a

large boulder and gravel. The cross section is

located immediately downstream of the

second automatic level set-up point (L2). The
reference point location is marked with a small

white painted circle in a small notch on the

same boulder that L2 is found on (the point of

level measurement) and is marked as S5.

Data:

Measurement Date: 13 October 2000

Rod Reading at S5: 1 .805 metres

Measured with Reference to L2

Elevation at S5: 101.960 m.a.s.l.

Cross Section Reference Point Five,

elevation with respect to assumed base

elevation is 101.960 m.a.s.l. (looking to Left

Bank witfi 12 in foreground).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section 505

Reference Point Elevation ruMimabDwcMuitf;

Autolevel Set-up Number
Autolevei Set-up Elevation imtrmto^tMum):

Autolevel Instrument Height (m^m,):

Right Bank Distance from S6 (•»«•):

Ttialweg Distance from S6 (iMmi:

Left Banit Distance from S6 oMn.):

101.971

L2

102.336

1.515

15.30

9.10

7.70

Distance from Right Bank Distance from Left Bank Rod Reading Elevation Measurement Surface Comments

(metres) (metres) (motros) (metres. Datum = 100 m as. 1.) Typo





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Six Reference Point (S6)

Location Description:

The sixth cross section

reference point for the

study reach was located

upstream of the second

automatic level set-up

point (L2), immediately

downstream of the 'Exit

Slab' in the centre of the

channel atop a boulder

within a gravel bed. The
reference point location is

marked with a small white

painted circle (the point of

level measurement) and is

marked as S6.

Data:

Measurement Date: 13 October 2000

Rod Reading at 86: 0.885 metres

Measured with Reference to L2

Cross Section Reference Point Six, elevation with respect to assumed
t)ase elevation is 102.880 m.a.s.i. (looking upstream).

Elevation at S6: 102.880 m.a.s.i.



,X»:



Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S06

Reference Point Elevation rmMwabowoMaq);

Autolevel Set-up Number
Autolevel Set-up Elevation tmtmtmbwoaiuni:

Autolevel Instrument Height fm•l»^-

Rlght Bank Distance from S7 iii»tr..i:

Thalweg Distance from S7 tnttnmy.

Left Bank Distance from S7 (m*im):

102.880

L3

104.813

1.450

9.30

8.10

5.90

Distance from Right Bank

(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Seven Reference Point (S7)

Location Description:

The seventh cross section

reference point for the

study reach was located

on the Left Bank of the

reach across from the

'Exit Slab' on a bedrock

ledge. The reference

point location is marked
with a vertical white

painted line that points to

a small white painted

circle (the point of level

measurement) and is

marked as 87.

Data:

Cross Section Reference Point Seven, elevation witti respect to assumed
base elevation is 103.120 m.a.s.l. (looking upstream).

Measurement Date: 13 October 2000

Rod Reading at 87: 0.645 metres

Measured with Reference to L2

Elevation at 87: 103.120 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S07

Reference Point Elevation (mMrt*ttMmDtmit:

Autolevel Set-up Number
Autoievel Set-up Eievation rni«tfM*to*«ortjm):

Autolevel Instrument Height (mMr*tt:

Right Bank Distance from S8

Ttialweg Distance from S8 (iMr^i:

Left Banit Distance from S8 tmtnty.

103.125

L3

104.813

1.450

8.90

9.10

9.30

Distance from Right Bank Distance from Left Bank Rod Reading Elevation Measurement Surface Comments
(metres) (metres) (metres) (metres, Datum = 100 m. a. s.l.) Type





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Eight Reference Point (S8)

Location Description:

The eighth cross section

reference point for the

study reach was located

on the downstream side of

the 'Betty's Chair" l<nick

point. The reference point

location is marl<ed with a
circular white painted mark
atop a bedrock ledge on

the Left Bank of the study

reach (the point of level

measurement) and is

marked as 88.

Data:

Cross Section Reference Point Eight, elevation with respect to assumed
base elevation is 104.440 m.a.s.l. (looking downstream).

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at 88: 1 .805 metres

Measured with Reference to L3

Elevation at 88: 104.440 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section SOS

Reference Point Elevation (m

Autolavel Set-up Number.

Autolevel Set-up Elevation »

Autolevel Instrument Height

Right Bank Distance from S9

Thalweg Distance from S9 (m*«rM);

Left Bank Distance from S9 (m«ir«i

104.487

L3

104.813

1.450

3.30

3.25

3.20

Distance from Right Bank Distance fromLeft Bank Rod Reading Elevation Measurement Surface Comments
(metres) (metres) (metres) (metres, Datum = 100 m.as. 1.) Type



0(-



Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Nine Reference Point (S9)

Location Description:

The ninth cross section

reference point for the

study reach was located at

the 'Betty's Chair" knick

point. The reference point

location is nriarked with a

vertical painted line and a
circular white painted mark
atop a bedrock ledge on

the Left Bank of the study

reach (the point of level

measurement) and is

marked as 89.

Data:

Cross Section Reference Point Nine, elevation with respect to assumed
base elevation is 104.575 m.a.s.l. (looking upstream).

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at 39: 1 .670 metres

Measured with Reference to L3

Elevation at 39: 104.575 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S09

RelBrence Point Elevation (m*t*»atoiMD»timt):

Autolevei Set-up Number:

Autolevel Set-up Elevation fm*^mai)w*Dt*mi:

Autolevei Instrument Height t

Right Bank Distance from S10 (mamai:

Thalweg Distance from S10 (nMrw:

Left Banit Distance from S10 d

104.628

L3

104.813

1.575

8.30

10.40

11.00

Distance from Right Bank
(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Ten Reference Point (S10)

Location Description:

The tenth cross section

reference point for the

study reach was located

upstream of the 'Betty's

Chair" knick point. The
reference point location is

marked with a vertical

painted line and a circular

white painted mark atop a

bedrock ledge on the Left

Bank of the study reach

(the point of level

measurement) and is

marked as 310. The
location is in-line with the

third automatic level set-up (L3).

Data:

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at 810: 0.825 metres

Measured with Reference to L3

Cross Section Reference Point Ten, elevation witli respect to assumed
base elevation is 105.420 m.a.s.l. (looking to Left Bank).

Elevation at 310: 105.420 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S10

Reference Point ElBvailon (m^vMabmwomtm}:

Autolevel Set-up Number
Autolevel Set-up Elevation ri»««<M«6oMOMjmj:

Autolevel Instrument Height i

Right Bank Distance from S11 (manai

Tlialweg Distance from S11 w-mtr.

Left Bank Distance from S11 (na<n»:

105.480

U
104.813

1.575

16.50

12.60

5.90

Distance from Right Bank

(metres)



f-



Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Eleven Reference Point (S11)

Location Description:

The eleventh cross section

reference point for the

study reach was located

immediately downstream
of the 'Oblique Falls' on a
large boulder on the Left

Bank of the reach. The
reference point location is

marked with a vertical

painted line and a circular

white painted mark atop

the boulder (the point of

level measurement) and is

marked as 811.

Data:

Cross Section Reference Point Eleven, elevation with respect to assumed
base elevation is 105.505 m.a.s.l. (looking to Left Bank).

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at 81 1 : 0.740 metres

Measured with Reference to L3

Elevation at 81 1 : 105.505 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S1

1

Refennce Point Elevation ^mm**. aAo** om

Autolevel Set-up Number:

Autolevel Set-up Elevation (m«n<.i>o<.o

Autolevel Instrument HeIgM i

Right Bank Distance from S12 (n>nM:

Thalweg Distance from S12 (i<»«>i:

Left Bank Distance from S12 (iMr_i:

105.558

13

104.813

1.575

17.10

15.10

12.90

Distance from Right Bank

(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Twelve Reference Point (S12)

Location Description:

The twelfth cross section reference point for

the study reach was located immediately

upstream of the 'Oblique Falls' on a large

boulder on the Left Bank of the reach. The
reference point location is marked with a
vertical painted line and a circular white

painted mark atop the boulder (the point of

level measurement) and is marked as 812.

Data:

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at 812: 0.625 metres

Measured with Reference to L3

Elevation at 812: 105.620 m.a.s.l.

Cross Section Reference Point Twelve,

elevation with respect to assumed base
elevation Is 105.620 m.a.s.l. (looking to Left

Bank).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section SI

2

Refemnce Point Elevation

Autolevel S&t-up Number
Autolevei Set-up Elevation

Autolevel Instrument Height

fm«*«« *bov* D*tum) .*

Right Bank Distance from S13

Thalweg Distance from SI 3

Left Banit Distance from SI 3

105.676

L4

106.062

1.350

13.90

11.60

9.70

Distance from Right Bank
(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Thirteen Reference Point (S13)

Location Description:

The thirteenth cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located at the 'Big Slab', a
large boulder on the Left

Bank of the reach. The
reference point location is

marked with a vertical

painted line and a circular

white painted mark atop

the boulder (the point of

level measurement) and is

marked as 813.

Data:

Cross Section Reference Point Thirteen, elevation with respect to

assumed base elevation Is 105.495 m.a.s.l. (looking downstream).

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at S13: 0.750 metres

Measured with Reference to L3

Elevation at S13: 105.495 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section SI

3





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Fourteen Reference Point (S14)

Location Description:

The fourteenth cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located at the 'Em
Boulder", a large boulder

on the Right Bank of the

reach. The reference

point location is nnarked

with a vertical painted line

and a circular white

painted mark atop the

boulder (the point of level

measurement) and is

marked as 814.

Data:

Gross Section Reference Point Fourteen, elevation with respect to

assumed base elevation is 105.535 m.a.s.l. (looking upstream to Right

Bank).

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at 814: 0.710 metres

Measured with Reference to L3

Elevation at 814: 105.535 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S14

Reference Point Elevation (iii.«..m»i>

Autolevel Set-up Namtyer:

Autolevel Set-up Elevation in„r..,t,^i

Autolevel Instrument Height rm«*«4;

Right Bank Distance from SIS (imi»:

Thalweg Distance from SIS (mMnai:

Left Bank Distance from SIS (in«n»:

105.748

L4

106.062

1.350

6.40

5.60

8.40

Distance from Right Bank

(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Fifteen Reference Point (S15)

Location Description:

The fifteenth cross section

reference point for the

study reach was located

within the 'Simple Section'

on the Right Bank of the

reach. The reference

point location is marked
with a vertical painted line

on a large boulder that

points to the bedrock

measurement point and is

marked as SI 5.

Data:
Cross Section Reference Point Fifteen, elevation witfi respect to assumed
base elevation Is 105.750 m.a.s.l. (looking to Right Bank).

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at SI 5: 0.495 metres

Measured with Reference to L3

Elevation at S15: 105.750 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S15

Reference Point Elevation mt^m*

Autolevel Set-up Number.

Autolevel Set-up Elevation r«M*««

Autolevel Instrument Height wm

Right Bank Distance from S16(n«

Thaiweg Distance from S16 vmnt

Left Banit Distance from S16 (nMtr

105.748

L4

106.062

1.350

4.30

7.10

7.60

Distance from Right Bank
(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Sixteen Reference Point (S16)

Location Description:

The sixteenth cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located upstream of the

'Simple Section' in a
group of rooted boulders

on the Left Bank of the

reach. The reference

point location is marked
with a vertical painted line

on a large boulder that

points to the bedrock

measurement point and is

marked as SI 6.

Cross Section Reference Point Sixteen, elevation with respect to assumed
base elevation is 104.930 m.a.s.l. (looking to Left Bank).

Data:

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at SI 6: 1.425 metres

Measured with Reference to L4

Elevation at S16: 104.930 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section SI 6

Reference Point Elevation (m

Autolevel Set-up Number.

Autolevel Set-up Elevation (n

Autolevel Instrument Height

Right Bank Distance from S17

Thalweg Distance from S17 (imtn*):

Left Bank Distance from S17 (nMtnai

105.893

L4

106.062

1.350

11.10

14.80

24.70

Distance from Right Bank Distance from Left Bank Rod Reading Elevation Measurement Surface Comments
(metres) (metres) (metres) (metres. Datum = 100 m.a.s.l.) Type





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Seventeen Reference Point (S17)

Location Description:

The seventeenth cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located immediately

upstream of the 'Rattail

Boulder" on bedrock, on

the Right Bank of the

reach. The reference

point location is marked
with a vertical painted line

on the 'Rattail Boulder*

that points to the bedrock

measurement point and is

marked as 817.
Cross Section Reference Point Seventeen, elevation with respect to

assumed base elevation is 105.925 m.a.s.l. (looking to Right Bank).

Data:

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at 817: 0.410 metres

Measured with Reference to L4

Elevation at 817: 105.925 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section SI

7

Reference Point Elevation imtnttbo^o

Autolevel Set-up Number:

Autotevet Set-up Elevation {m,in,>bwmi

Autolevel Instrument Height {m*irmi:

106.909

L5

106.967

1.145

Right Bank Distance from S18 iMn.i:

Thalweg Distance from S18 ir..i»i:

Left Bani< Distance from S18 (oxnu:



iK;."^"
'•/'"



Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Eighteen Reference Point (S18)

Location Description:

The eighteenth cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located upstream of the

'Rattail Boulder* opposite

the 'Fretted Slab', on
bedrock, on the Left Bank
of the reach. The
reference point location is

marked with a vertical

painted line on a large

boulder that points to the

bedrock measurement
point and is marked as

S18.

Cross Section Reference Point Eigliteen, elevation with respect to

assumed base elevation is 105.500 m.a.s.l. (looking to Left Bank).

Data:

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at 818: 0.855 metres

Measured with Reference to L4

Elevation at 818: 105.500 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section SI

8

Reference Point Elevation r'n«n«>iM«<o>««4.*

Autolevel Set-up Number.

Autolevel Set-up Elevation fm*t^i>o^Dmkm>i:

Autolevel Instrument Height ofm,-):

Right Bank Distance from S19 in^nmr.

Thalweg Distance from S19 <m«tTM):

Left Bani( Distance from S19 (m-ir-i:

106.457

L5

106.967

1.145

14.90

14.90

17.15

Distance from Right Bank

(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Nineteen Reference Point (S19)

Location Description:

The nineteenth cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located in an area of

gravel and small boulders

downstream of the

'Obvious Notch' on the

Left Bank of the reach.

The reference point

location is marked with a
vertical painted line on a
boulder that points to the

measurement point and is

marked as 819.

Data:





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section SI 9

Reference Point Elevation tmt*wttt>c¥* Datum):

Autolevel Set-up Number
Autolevel Set-up Elevation im,»...i,c^D,tm):

Autolevel Instrument Height i

Right Bank Distance from S20 irmmmf-

Thalweg Distance from S20 (mt^r.

Left Bank Distance from S20 (m«n«:

106.390

L5

106.967

1.145

5.30

5.10

7.35

Distance from Right Bank

(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Twenty Reference Point (S20)

Location Description:

The twentieth cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located immediately

downstream of the

'Obvious Notch' and
autolevel set-up point L5,

on the Left Bank of the

reach. The reference

point location is marked
with a vertical painted line

on a large boulder that

points to the measurement
point on bedrock and is

marked as 820.

Cross Section Reference Point Twenty, elevation witti respect to assumed
base elevation is 105.790 nfi.a.s.l. (looking upstream, to Left Bank).

Data:

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at 820: 1 .600 metres

Measured with Reference to L5

Elevation at 820: 105.790 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S20

RBfennce Point Elevation (m«*«

Autolevel Set-up Number
Autolevel Set-up Elevation i«i«

Autolevel Instrument Height tm-

Right Bank Distance from S21

Thalweg Distance from S21 (fK«n»:

Left Bank Distance from S21

106.764

L5

106.967

1.145

10.05

10.10

14.30

Distance from Right Bank

(metres)



\'J.-,I



Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Twenty-one Reference Point (S21)

Location Description:

The twenty-first cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located immediately

upstream of the 'Obvious

Notch' and autolevel set-

up point L5, on the Left

Bank of the reach within

the 'Quarried Section'.

The reference point

location is marked with a

painted line on a slab that

indicates the

measurement point and is

marked as 821.

Gross Section Reference Point Twenty-one, elevation with respect to

assumed base elevation is 106.320 m.a.s.l. (looking to Left Bank, witti L5
in foreground).

Data:

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at S21 : 1 .070 metres

Measured with Reference to L5

Elevation at 821 : 106.320 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S21

Reference Point Elevation r>n«M««tK>no>ium;:

Autolevel Set-up Number.

Autolevel Set-up Elevation rm*ft«««tewiMjii4;

Autolevel Instrument Height iiMn^:

Right Bank Distance from S22 (in.in»:

Thalweg Distance from S22 {imfrMi:

Left Bank Distance from S22 (manu:

107512
LS

106.967

1.145

15.20

15.20

15.15

Distance from Right Bank Distance from Left Bank Rod Reading ^^^^^^^^^H^l
(metres) (metres) (metres) (metres, Datun^^!o^i^^^^^^j





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Twenty-two Reference Point (S22)

Location Description:

The twenty-second cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located immediately

upstream of the 'Obvious

Notch' and the 'Quarried

Section', at a shale cliff

face, on the Right Bank of

the reach. The reference

point location is marked
with a painted line on the

cliff face that points to the

measurement point and is

marked as 822.
Cross Section Reference Point Twenty-two, elevation witti respect to

assumed base elevation is 106.560 m.a.s.l. (looking to Right Bank).

Data:

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at S22: 0.830 metres

Measured with Reference to L5

Elevation at S22: 106.560 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section 822

Reference Point Elevation imMrwiw,Dm»jmi:

Autolevel Set-up Number
Autolevel Set-up Elevation fmM<«ab<N«£MM«:

Autolevel Instrument Height ritMfrMj:

Right Bank Distance from S23

Thalweg Distance from S23 ima

Left Banl< Distance from S23

107.567

L5

106.967

1.145

10.30

10.30

11.20

Distance from Right Bank
(metres)

Distance from Left Bank
(metres)

Rod Reading

(metres)

Elevation

(metres. Datum = 100 m.a.s.l.)

Measurement Surface

Type

53.001 O.OOj -1.495 109.6071 Giavelj LeftBanIt

51 .50! ,1.50],, -0.695. 108.807! Graveli

50.001 3.00! -0.295 108.407 Gravel!

.JJ.591. 12.001 -0.675 108.7871 Gravel!

36.701 16.30: 0.025 108.087! Gravel!

33.001 20.001 -0.175 108.287 Graveli

27.80! 25.20! 0.075 108.037! Gravel!

25.90[ 27.10! 0.335 107.777J Gravel!

24.40! 28.601 0.625 107.487 Gravel!

2250! 30.801 0.990 107.122! _GravoJi_

18.80!

"l59qf"
14 8oT'

12 60[

9 20*

e.sof

34.201 0.940 107.172! Gravel!

37 101

sa'zgt"

40 wT
43B0r
46".56r

107.107! Gravel!

1.568 106.544! Bedrock!

1.500 106.612! Bedrock!

1.628 106.484! Bedrock!

106.567! Bedrock!

4.30! 48.70! 1.500, 106.612! Bedrock!

2.80! 50.20] 1.630, 106.482] Bedrock! Thalweg

2.30! 50.70! 1.460 106.652! Bedrock!

,1.4p[ 51.60] 1.455, Bedrock!

0.01! 52.99! 0.850 107.262! Bedrock! Reference Point S22

0.00! 53.00] -2.895, 111.007! Cliff Face! RightBank

1 1 o nr\n





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Twenty-three Reference Point (S23)

Location Description:

The twenty-third cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located upstream of the

'Obvious Notch' and the

'Quarried Section', at a
shale cliff face, on the

Right Bank of the reach.

The section is located in

line with three erosion

study drill holes placed by

Dr. E. Wohl. The
reference point location is

marked with a painted line

on the cliff face that points

to the measurement point and is marked as 823

Cross Section Reference Point Twenty-three Marker (looking to Right

Bank).

Data:

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at S23: 1 .400 metres

Measured with Reference to L5

Elevation at S23: 105.990 m.a.s.l.

Cross Section Reference Point Twenty-

three, elevation with respect to assumed
base elevation is 105.990 m.a.s.l. (looking

ctownstream).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section 823

Reference Point Elevation rm.«<.i»..o.ii>nj:





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Twenty-four Reference Point (S24)

Location Description:

The twenty-fourth cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located within a boulder

garden at the anterior end

of a shale cliff face, on the

Left Bank of the reach.

The reference point

location is marked with a

painted rectangle on a

large boulder (the

measurement point) and is

marked as 824,

Data:

Cross Section Reference Point Twenty-four, elevation witli respect to

assumed base elevation is 106.530 m.a.s.l. (looking upstream along Left

Bank).

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at 324: 0.860 metres

Measured with Reference to L5

Elevation at 324: 106.530 m.a.s.l.
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Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S24

Reference Point Elevation (m

Autolevel Set-up Number:

Autolevel Set-up Eievation a

Autoievei instrument Height

Right Bank Distance from S2S
Thalweg Distance from S25 (man*):

Left Bank Distance from S2S (m«iw:

107.537

L5

106.967

1.145

8.20

8.80

10.40

Distance from Right Bank
(motros)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Twenty-five Reference Point (S25)

Location Description:

The twenty-fifth cross section reference point

for the study reach was located imnriediately

downstream of the 'Flipped Slab' at a notched

bedrock structure on the Left Bank of the

reach. The reference point location is marked
with a painted rectangle atop a boulder (the

point of level measurement) and is marked as

S25.

Data:

Measurement Date: 20 October 2000

Rod Reading at 825: 0.880 metres

Measured with Reference to L5

Elevation at S25: 106.510 m.a.s.l.
Cross Section Reference Point Twenty-five,

elevation w/itfi respect to assumed base
elevation is 106.510 m.a.s.l. (looking to Left

Bank).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S25

Reference Point Elevation imt^ .im*. oh

Autolevel Set-up Number
Autolevel Set-up Elevation (nM^atoxu

Autolevel Instrument Height riM*>«i;

Right Bank Distance from S25a (maiM):

Thalweg Distance from S2Sa {m«n>i:

Left Banit Distance from S2Sa (iTi.in»:

107.517

L5

106.967

1.145

10.95

10.05

4.55

Distance from Right Bank

(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Twenty-five (a) Reference Point (S25a)

Location Description:

The twenty-five (a) cross section reference

point for the study reach was located

immediately upstream of the 'Flipped Slab' on

shale cliff face on the Right Bank of the reach.

The reference point location is marked with a

painted rectangle atop a boulder that juts from

the shale cliff face (the point of level

measurement) and is marked as S25a. The
section was inserted after the initial cross

section delineation to capture the bottom

profile of the creek in the vicinity of the notch

near the 'Flipped Slab'.

Data:

Measurement Date: 3 November 2000

Rod Reading at S25a: 0.658 metres

Measured with Reference to L6

Elevation at S25a: 107.228 m.a.s.l.
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Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S25a

R9fennca Point Elevation in

Autolevel Set-up Number
Autolevei Set-up Elevation (n

Autolevel Instrument Height

Right Bank Distance from S26 (m<irM):

Thalweg Distance from S26 (inuw:

Left Banl< Distance from S26 {m^tvw*y.

106.236

L6

107.253

1.640

12.90

12.40

7.80

Distance from Right Bank
(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Twenty-six Reference Point (S26)

Location Description:

The twenty-sixth cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located immediately

downstream of the

'Flipped Slab' on the

corner of the 'Split-L

Boulder", on the Right

Bank of the reach. The
reference point location is

marked with a painted

rectangle on the 'Split-L

Boulder" (the

measurement point) and is

marked as S26.

Data:

Cross Section Reference Point Twenty-six, elevation with respect to

assumed base elevation is 106.358 m.a.s.l. (looking to the Right Bank).

Measurement Date: 27 October 2000

Rod Reading at S26: 1 .588 metres

Measured with Reference to L6

Elevation at S26: 106.358 m.a.s.l.





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S26

Reference Point Elevation riM«w«tov«o>ium;:

Autolevei Set-up Number.

Autolevel Set-up Elevation (••MMaen.fMum:

Autolevel Instrument Height (m^^^:

Right Bank Distance from S27

Thalweg Distance from S27

Left Banl( Distance from S27

107.366

L6

107.253

1.640

5.10

5.50

3.25

Distance from Right Bank

(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Twenty-seven Reference Point (S27)

Location Description:

The twenty-seventh cross section reference

point for the study reach was located

immediately upstream of the 'Flipped Slab' on
the corner of the 'Split-R Boulder", in the

centre of the channel. The reference point

location is marked with a painted rectangle on
the 'Split-R Boulder" (the measurement point)

and is marked as S27.

Data:

Measurement Date: 27 October 2000

Rod Reading at S27: 1.410 metres

Measured with Reference to L6

Elevation at S27: 106.536 m.a.s.l.

Cross Section Reference Point Twenty-seven,

elevation with respect to assumed base

elevation is 106.536 m.a.s.i. (lool<ing

downstream).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S27

Reference Point Elevation im

Autolsvel Set-up Number.

Autoievel Set-up Elevation m

Autolevel Instrument Height

Right Bank Distance from S28 (m«.

ThaKweg Distance from S28 cravw:

Left Banl( Distance from S28 (m^M

107.543

LB

107.253

1.640

6.20

5.70

5.50

Distance from Right Bank Distance from Left Bank Rod Reading Elevation Measurement Surface Comments
(metres) (metres) (metres) (metres. Datum = 100 m.n.s.l ) Typo





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Twenty-eight Reference Point (S28)

Location Description:

The twenty-eighth cross section reference

point for the study reach was located

upstream of the 'Flipped Slab' on the Right

Bank of the channel. The reference point

location is marked with a painted rectangle on
a small boulder (the measurement point) and
is marked as 828.

Data:

Measurement Date: 27 October 2000

Rod Reading at S28: 1 .345 metres

Measured with Reference to L6

Elevation at 828: 106.601 m.a.s.l.

Cross Section Reference Point Twenty-eight,

elevation with respect to assumed base
elevation is 106.601 m.a.s.l. (looking to the

Right Bank).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S28

Refennce Point Elevation (m*tn*t,«MD»tum):

Aulolevel Set-up Number
Autolevel Set-up Elevation im^t^ttbo^omtumi:

Autolevel Instrument Height (•i—m.i:

Right Bank Distance from S29

Thalweg Distance from S29 (n»<n>i:

Left Banl( Distance from S29 (r.^.):

107.608

L6

107.253

1.700

12.35

11.05

4.00

Distance from Right Bank

(metres)





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Twenty-nine Reference Point (S29)

Location Description:

The twenty-ninth cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located within the start of

the boulder garden at the

entrance to the study

reach, on the Right Bank
of the channel. The
reference point location is

nnarked with a painted

rectangle on a boulder

(the measurement point)

and is marked as S29.

Data:

Cross Section Reference Point Twenty-nine, elevation with respect to

assumed base elevation is 106.747 m.a.s.l. (looking upstream along Right

Bank).

Measurement Date: 27 October 2000

Rod Reading at 829: 1 .199 metres

Measured with Reference to L6

Elevation at 829: 106.747 m.a.s.l.
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Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S29

Reference Point Elevation fm«iF«««tev«£)«ium;:

Autolevel Set-up Number.

A utolevel Set-up Elevation (n^irm >b-yy o>(um>

:

Autolevel Instrument Height rm^vu:

Rlght Bank Distance from S30

Thalweg Distance from S30 (umitm):

Left Banl< Distance from S30 ii>>«n«i:

107.754

L6

107.253

1.700

6.30

6.30

9.50

Distance from Right Bank Distance from Left Bank Rod Reading Elevation Measurement Surface Comments
(metres) (metres) (inotros) (metres. Datum = 100 m.a.s.t,) Type





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Thirty Reference Point (S30)

Location Description:

The thirtieth cross section reference point for

the study reach was located within the

boulder garden, above the entrance to the

study reach, on the Right Bank of the

channel. The reference point location is

marked with a painted rectangle on a boulder

pinned by a large slab (the measurement
point) and is marked as 830.

Data:

Measurement Date: 27 October 2000

Rod Reading at 830: 1.301 metres

Measured with Reference to L6

Elevation at 830: 106.645 m.a.s.l.

Cross Section Reference Point Thirty,

elevation with respect to assumed base
elevation Is 106.645 m.a.s.l. (looking to the

Right Bank).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S30

Reference Point Elevation fm«*M«teMOMiMj:

Autolevei Set-up Number
Autoievel Set-up Elevation in,*irM>b»^D*iumt:

Autolevei Instrument Height c

Right Bank Distance from S31 1

Thalweg Distance from S31 (ma

Left Bank Distance from S31 m

107.652

L6

107.253

1.700

1.30

1.41

1.89

Distance from Right Bank Distance from Left Bank Rod Reading Elevation Measurement Surface Comments
(metres) (metres) (metres) (metres. Datum = 100 mas. 1.) Type





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Thirty-one Reference Point (S31)

Location Description:

The thirty-first cross section reference point

for the study reach was located within the

boulder garden, above the entrance to the

study reach, on the Left Bank of the channel.

The reference point location is marked with a

painted rectangle on a snnall boulder (the

measurement point) and is marked as 831

.

Data:

Measurement Date: 27 October 2000

Rod Reading at 831 : 0.572 metres

Measured with Reference to L6

Elevation at 831 : 107.374 m.a.s.l.

Cross Section Reference Point Thirty-one,

elevation with respect to assumed base

elevation is 107.374 m.a.s.l. (looking to the

Left Bank).





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S31

Refemnce Point Elevation ri~«>*iM»a

Autolevel Set-up Number
Autolevel Set-up Elevation im.&...iH^t

Autolevel instrument Height im*t*»i:

Right Bank Distance from S32 imn^y.

Tliaiweg Distance from S32 (nMtn*):

Left Banl< Distance from S32 urMntf.

106.381

107.253

1.700

14.80

14.80

7.60

Distance from Right Bank Distance from Left Bank Rod Reading Elevation Measurement Surface Comments
(metres) (metres) (moires) (metres. Datum = 100 m .i s 1 ) Type





Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis

Cross Section Thirty-two Reference Point (S32)

Location Description:

The thirty-second cross

section reference point for

the study reach was
located within the boulder

garden, above the

entrance to the study

reach, in the centre of the

channel. The reference

point location is marked
with a painted line on a
small boulder (the

measurement point) and

is marked as 832.

Data:

Cross Section Reference Point Thirty-tvws, elevation with respect to

assumed base elevation is 107.336 m.a.s.l. (looking upstream).

Measurement Date: 3 November 2000

Rod Reading at 832: 0.550 metres

Measured with Reference to L6

Elevation at 832: 107.336 m.a.s.l.
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Twenty Mile Creek Hydraulic Analysis
Cross Section S32

Reference Point Elevation rn«*MaiMMOM««;

Autolevel Set-up Number.

Autolevel Set-up Elevation roMftMaboMOatumj:

Autolevel Instrument Height (hm^i:

107.543

L6

107.253

1.640

Distance from Right Bank
(metres)












